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PREFACE
There stands at the threshold of our modern literary world a figure
whose voice is seldom heard and more rarely interpreted.

George Meredith,

who lived from. 1828 to 1909, saw the growth and decay of the Victorian age
and the emergence of a new era.

Some earnestly believe his prophecy to be

0

the utmost importance; others are puzzled; but none dares to repudiate him.
The majority manifestly do not understand his language.

The whole question

of his value in the world of letters is a perpetual challenge.
In this thesis the problem is attempted by means of a route suggested
by Meredith himself.

The following extract is from "An Essay on Comedy and

the Uses of the Comic Spirit:"
••• and whenever they (men) wax out of proportion
••• violate the unwritten but perceptible laws
binding them in consideration one to another •••
individually, or in the bulk - the Spirit overhead
will look humanely malign and cast an oblique
light on them, followed by volleys of silvery
laughter. *
From this the title was suggested:
Social Philosophy.

~

"Oblique Light"

~

George Meredith's

The purpose of the thesis is:

1. To explain Meredith's philosophy of the
individual's position in a civilized society.
2. To demonstrate his view of comedy and the
function of the Comio Spirit.
3. To evaluate his present and permanent
contribution to literature.
*George Meredith, Miscellaneous Prose, Memorial Edition, Vol.23,(London:
Constable and Co., Ltd., 1910), p.47

The explanation and the demonstration will be introduced in the first
ohapter and will be expanded in the second, third, and part of the fourth
chapters.

The remainder of the thesis will be given over to the evaluation.

H.L.
Sept.20, 1937.
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From that time, men's minds have been continually expanding ftl!6m the
restricted areas of their own immediate interests into the wider circles of
companionship.

But is not this supposed harmony being frequently interrupte

like breakers on the shore, by the raw clashes of semi-barbaric wills?
Yes, for civilization is far from perfect.
advanced step than individual isolation.

On the other hand, it is a more
At times the difficulty of sub-

ordinating individual supremacy for the good of the group as a whole proves
too hard a task, and conflict begins anew.

Yet, due to a certain refining

influence of the civilizing process through the ages, we see, in place of
the original rude combat, a subtle and sophisticated masking of the
sharpened claw - "Society is the best thing we have, but it is a crazy
Tessel worked by a crew that formerly practised piracy, and now, in expiati
professes piety."

1

This kind of warfare, though it has changed its form,

is as deadly as the former.

The real hope for civilization is that the

battle has moved from the body to the brain.

The mental contest has the

power of firing courage for renewed and continued progress.

Spent strength

is supplied with new energy, whiCh once more smooths the jarring elements
into new harmony.
The world of civilized man forms Meredith's chief interest.

Man,

sprung from the womb of earth, homely and common, is possessed of nature's
most wonderful mechanism. - an intellect.

This magic instrument serTes as

a balance wheel between body and spirit; it is delicately wrought and
intrioately oomplex.

The play of intellect through human language, facial

expression, and action, is per.manently interesting.
1 George Meredith, Diana of the
Sons, 1923) ,p.176.
- -

Cros~ysJ

Still more fascinating

(New York: Charles Soribner's

3

is the operation of inte1leots on each other - retreat and advancefparry
and thrust, to failure or success.

Meredith sees with unusual clarity the

power of the mind to fuse heart and soul, and he wishes to share this find
with others.

it.

He says, "I have something of a great power and I must use

I can put a glass to men's chests and see what is working inside."
The elements in Meredith's thought are now new.

2

1

Augustus H.Able

truthfully makes the following statement: "That Meredith, however, no
3
me. tter how little confessing, felt the impress of others, cannot be doubted."

Our author does not create a completely new theory of the universe, but
his mind sear.ches out the finest thought of man from early times to his
own.

He discards the worthless, and he reoonstructs certain choice frag-

ments into a whole spiritual guide for himself and others.

He wastes

1i ttle time on what he oonsiders the futility of speculating on the nature

of the Supreme Spirit governing the world.

On this point, it is noteworthy

to observe the mid-oourse Meredith takes between Charles Darwin and Cardinal
1. Robert E. Sencourt, "Some Later Friends of Meredith," Scribner's, June,
1929, p.648.
2. Many of the recent Meredith studies are on the sources of his thought.
Consult "A German Source for 'The Shaving of Shagpat'," M.L.N., LI,(1936),
pp,408-l0; Augustus Henry Able, George Meredith and Thomas Love Peaoock;
A Study in Literary Influenoe, Dootoral Thesis, (Philadelphia: University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1933); Edward E. Brewer, "The Influence of Jean
Paul Richter on Meredith's Conception of the Comio," J.E.G.P.,XXIX,(1930),
pp.243-56; W.T. Young, "George Meredith, Samuel Butler, George Gissing,"
Vo1.XIII, pp.440-63 of the Cambr. Hist. of ~ng.Lit. Dr. Bernhard Fehr,
Die E~lische Literatur des 19 und~Janr undSrtS, (Berlin: Newbabelsberg, 923) ; Maria Krusemeyer; "'"l5fe"E'iiifiiiss GOethes auf George Meredith,"
E~lische Studien, LIX, (1925), pp.17-6l; Nora Olava Solum, Conscious
In eHigence !:! an Element ~ the Wor~s of Meredi th ~ Hardx, Master's
TheSis, (Uni:versI'ty of Chioago Press, 1924.) Meredith's own "Essay on
Comedy" gives indications of the influence of olassioal thought and of
the French comio dramatists, partioularly Moliere. Yet he writes to
William Hardman in 1862 - "Confound the Press for its impudenoe in
calling me the pupil of anybodyl"
3. Augustus H. Able, ,2,E,•..9!!., p.l.

--------------------------------------------.

l1li"""
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look askance at the enormous power of modern mili tary machinery by 'flaying,
"soience, I presume, will at last put it to our option whether we will
improve one another from off the face of the globe, and we must decide by
our common sense."

1

Since he concedes no knowledge of the Creator, he

believes that chanoe and circumstance are forces over whioh man has little
oontrol.

2

He does not seem to fully realize that many of the forces of

nature oan orten be modified, controlled, or checked by the acquisition of
new scientifio truth and that many advances in civilization are due to
soience alone.

He lives in a materialistic machine age and seldom marvels.

He dimly guesses at the truth in a rare statement: "Now surely there will
come an age when the presentation of soience at war with Fortune and the
Fates, will be deemed the true epic of modern life."

3

In one sense, his

own psyohological analysis of character is one type of scientific war on

fate.

He feels that the thing most easily averted is the unhappiness man

makes for himself by a perversion of the girts of the intelleot.

He believes

that "men, and ideas of men ••• are aotually the motives of men in a greater
degree than their appetites."

4

Although he is an agnostio, Meredith has deep religious feeling.
With him, it is a neoessity.

He is contemptuous of many things in establisl:e

1. William Meredith, ed., Letters of George Meredith, (London: Constable
and Col, Ltd., 1912), Vol.I, p.67.
2. See Emily G. Hooker, "George Meredith on the Source of Destiny,"
Poet-Lore, New Series, IV, (1900), pp.238-252.
3. ~O~ of Richard Feverel, Op.cit., p.189.
4. George Mered:rth, Beauohamp's Ca~e~(N6W York: Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1923), p.6.
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religions, but he finds it necessary to find for himself a spiritua! guide
for human aotion and endeavor.

In a letter to John Morley he says, "It

seams to me that Spirit is - how, where, and by what means involving us,
none oan say.

But in this life there is no life save in spirit.

The rest
1
of life, and we may know it in love, - is an aohing and a rotting."
Sinoe Earth is the only reality peroeptible to man, the most sensible thing

to do is to make the most of it.

To Meredith, the one reflection of the

Supreme Spirit in humanity is love.

It is a universal love that forgets

self and embraces the rest of mankind.

Real oharity for others is the

"open sesame" to a oorresponding response in the hearts of one's fellowmen.
Perhaps Meredith experienoed to a very small degree the faot that gratitude
is not always the

r~vard

for service.

Regardless of that, the fact that

one has contributed to Earth's progress should be reward in itself.
many this is probably very cold comfort.

To

He aocepts the basic faith upon

which all religion is built:
Religion should be universal love,
And not a coop for blind enthusiasts
Who oannot sympathize with natural life,

....................................

To do thy duty is to aot a prayerG

He does offer us his belief in the oontinued life of the spirit emanating
from a good life well spent.

Here he bows to intuition.

In a letter to

Meredith, Letters of George Meredith, ~.oit., Vol.I, p.287.
2.George Meredith, "Creed,"
unpublished poem in A Catalogue of the
Altsohul Collection of George Meredith, compiled by Bertha CoO!idge,
(Yale University: Privately Printed by Frank Altsohul, 1931), p.5.

1.Willi~

an

p------------------------------------~
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'

G.P. Baker in Amerioa, Meredith says, "all right use of life, and the one
seoret of life, is to pave ways for the firmer footing of those who
1

suooeed us."

In his opinion the observanoes, oeremonies, and even some

of the beliefs of orthodox religion are illusions of man's mind, forgetful
that man is of earth-born origin, in tune with nature.

Meredith says in

a letter to Captain Maxse, "Our great error has been (the error of all
religion, as I fanoy) to raise a spiritual system in antagonism to Nature."

2

The Philosopher who believes so fervently in oivilization as the finest
produot of the human mind oannot but be dismayed, appalled, and even bitter
at the fashion in whioh man's mind sometimes inflicts harm on himself.
As Meredith expresses it, he becomes the "Laocoon of his own serpents."

3

There are three oourses open to such a philosopher; he may sink gloomily
into pessimism; he may grasp at any illusory esoapes from bitter reality;
he may accept the world as it is, but with a belief in the world's march
of progress and his part in the plan.
to Meredith.

This latter is the one aooeptable

Pessimism of any sort is abhorrent; his own oonnnon sense and

hopeful temperament lead him to strike out from under its oppression.

He

admires the poetio art of Lord Byron and he appreciates the beauty of the
Rubaiyat through Fitzgerald's translation, but he oannot subscribe to the
dark philosophy of the writers.

He is not blind to tragic reality.

1. Letters, II, p.398.
2. Letters, I, p.33
3. George Meredith, ~ Egoist, p.397.

He

8

sees it and does not flinch, but he thinks that too muoh conoentraWd.on on
the shadaws obscures the joy of something brighter.

He likes Thomas
1

Hardy but is "afflioted by his twilight view of life."
The foroed attempt to ignore tragic reality by esoaping into mental
illusion is self-deoeption.
mystic world of ohivalry.

To still the ache, Tennyson melts into the
In Meredi tht s novel,

~

Egoist, Horaoe says of

Flitoh, the drunken coachman, "He drinks to rock his heart, beoause he has
2

one."

To have a heart is surely better than to possess only the starved

and withered remnants of emotion, but he who runs away is a ooward.

To

remain enmeshed in profound despair is weakness, and nature has no patienoe
with weakness, but an esoape from tragedy is a temporary delusion whioh

only makes the reaotion more bitter.

Inebriation is followed, not only by

sobriety, but by headaohe.
Sooial imperfeotions of any sort sometimes result in tragedy.

To

Meredith this fact is a source of grief, then of irritation, and finally
of swift, devious attempts at solution.

These faults are espeoially glaring

in those persons or institutions which professedly aim at the improvement
of sooiety.

Here, human suspioion often slumbers; evil wears so bright

an aspeot because we expect brightness.

The outward appearanoe being so

deoeptive, a oonsiderable degree of psychologioal aoumen is required to
probe the diffioulty.

This important and speoialized task falls to a

partioular kind of philosopher, the Comio poet, the incarnation of the Comic
Spirit.
1. Letters, II, p.567.
2. p.172.

9

The Comio poet, in common with other men, perceives the direcy'blaze
of brilliant white light, but the prism-like keenness of his intellect
defleots it obliquely into its primitive, original elements of color, among
which are both light and dark shades.
be~veen

The surprise at the difference

the apparent outward appearance of the whole and the actual view

of the several parts composing the whole results in a certain mental exhilaration of the mind, a mental laughter.

It is the best tonic for the

eradication of the diseases of society_

In Sandra Belloni, Meredith gives

the core of his philosophy - "Man is the laughing animal, and at the end of
an infinite search, the philosopher finds himself clinging to laughter as
1

the best of human !'rui t, purely human, and sane, and comforting."
To reveal the Universal Fool hidden in the soul of man is not a
pleasant dose to give a reading publio.

Like the Little Old Woman in the

Mother Goose Rhyme, who gasped in amazement at her cut pettiooats, "Lauk
a mercy on me, this is none of

n"

the reader would like to shut his eyes

to the truth, which is provocative of nothing else than a deep shame.
And Meredith mercilessly drives home the truth, from an allegorical interpretation in ~ Shaving of Shagpat and a critioal appraisal in his "Essay
on Comedy" to numerous expansions in his many novels, short stories, and
many of his poems.

Robert L. Stevenson says of

to send the blood into ments faoes."

2

~

Egoist, "here is a book

Very orten in literature the oomic

figures are so eocentric, so far removed from us in their ridiculous capers,
that we can laugh wholeheartedly at them.

But Meredith reveals the egoist

1. p,174.
2. In his Works, (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1922), Vol.IV, p.&75.
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in our own natures so thoroughly that it levels pride, chastises tH$ spirit,
and provokes only the wry smile of mental accusation.
comio acts as a corrective agent.

This view of the

Cornelius Weygandt, too, in commenting

on the same novel, deoides that "No candid man reading this book but feels
1

his faoe slapped smartly in chapter after chapter."

Ever watohful, the

Comic Spirit, the Sword of Common Sense is ready to cut through illusions
of the mind.

In the portrai t galleri es it has "the sage's brows, and the

sunny malice of a faun lurks at the corners of the half-olosed lips drawn
in an idle wariness of half-tension."

2

It is ready to administer the

rebuke, but the rebuke is lightened by a jollity, or a sympathetic laughter.
Man feels his kinship with the rest of the world - "to feel its presenoe

and to see it is your assuranoe that many sane and solid minds are with you
in what you are experienoing; and this of itself spares you the pain of
satirical heat, and the bitter oraving to strike heavy blows."

3

On this point, Augustus Able very aptly states that Thomas Love
Peaoook's unfinished story, "Lord of the Hills," oontains the exaot prototype
of Meredith's Comio Spirit in the invisible sprite, Numbernip.

4

In so far

as both are detached observers of the follies of human life, this is true.
But when Numbernip laughs, it is derisive, satirio.
I do most firmly believe I shall marry
the handsomest, wittest, most amiable and most
constant husband in all the world. Bless me,
surely I heard a titter at least.
1. In his A centu~ of the English Novel, (New York: Century Co.,1925),p.206.
2. "Essay on Come y,""'p.46
3. p.47.
4. In George Meredith ~ Thomas ~ Peaoook, .2£..cit., p.42.

~----------------------------------~lll

.'

MOnsieur then observes for the benefit of Numbernip:
I think the progress of reason and liberty
are certain though slow and that there is much more
of both now in the world than there was in the
twelfth century.

1

Thereupon "A loud laugh ran echoing and re-echoing along the rooks."
NOW Meredith would not have laughed at Monsieur'S statement, beoause it
is exactly what he so fervently believes.
spirit.

In the preface to Thaokeray's

His is really a sympathetio

~~

Georges, Meredith writes,

"Not a page of his books reveal malevolenoe or a sneer at humanity."

2

Meredith wants to share with his fellow-men the experience of a rare
laughter, especially with those who have tasted, or who are likely to
taste, the sorrow of their own folly.

The Comic poet shows how the unsocial

man forfeits the ohief benefits of society; human sympathy, and the
pleasures of sooial intercourse.

3

Nobility is best aohieved through the

triumph of despair; the errors of men offer opportunities for such achievemente

After many setbacks, the heroine of Diana

2! ~

Crossways secures

"the three rarest good things in life: a faithful friend, a faithful lover,
a faithful servant."

In the
oally.

Shavi~

4

of Shagpat, Meredith expresses the same idea allegori-

Goorelloa is the Enchantress who oasts spells of illusion over men

so that they lose their human for.ms and are transformed into birds.

The

means of disenchantment rests with Shibli Bagarag (the Comic poet) who is
1. Thomas Love Peaoook, "Lord of the Hills," Works, (London:Constable and Co.

Ltd., 1924), Vol.VII,pp.3S3-S4.
2. George Meredith, Misoellaneous Prose, Op.cit., p.SS.
3. See Joseph Warren Beach, The Comic Spirit-rn George Meredith, (New York:
Longmans, Green, and Co. ;i9ll), p .l41.
4. p.410.

12

"to keep the birds laughing uninterruptedly an hour; then are they1hen
again, and take the forms of men that are laughers."

But Shibli himself

has first to fall under the spell of illusion before he sees his true self
mirrored.

He is crowned with "bejewelled asses' ears, stiffened upright,
I

and skulls of monkeys grinning with gems 1"
him with laughter.

This unique view oonvulses

One of Meredith's oritics, John B. Priestley, advanoes

the theory that Meredith (like Shibli) was first the principal objeot of
2

his own Comic perception.

This, whioh would explain a keener sensibility

in deteoting the Comic in others, Meredith himself would agree to.

There

appears on the margin of one of his music books, "It is not surprising for
a man to be that whioh he preaohes against, for he is naturally inveterate
with what he feels in himself oontemptible."

3

This mental laughter of which Meredith speaks has an element of
tragedy in it.

When the laughter of Goorelka's birds had ceased, "their

visages were beoome long and solemn as that of them that have seen a dark
4

experienoe."

The realization of their own self-duplioity is cause for

serious reflection, and the full understanding of the perversion of their
manhood is a tragedy.
An example of this is clearly shown in the novel Rhoda Fleming.

Edward Blanoove writes to his cousin Algernon:
1. The Shaving of Shagpat, p.16S.
2. In his George-Meredith, (New York: Maamillan and Co., 1926), p.12l.
3. Edward E. Brewer, "Unpublished Aphorisms of Meredith," Yale Review,
N.S.XIV, (1925), p.624.
---4. Shagpat, p.143.
Alioe Meynell in her essay on Laughter says "Laughter never was so
honoured as now; were it not for the paradox one might say, it never was
so grave."
Jean Pa';1-l, in the "Vorschule de~ Aesth?tik' in Vol.IV of his Works, says

13

I wonder "mether you will ever peroeive
the oomedy of life. I doubt whether a man is
happier when he does perceive it. Perhaps,
the faot is, that he has by that time lost his
power of laughter ••• l believe that we oomic
creatures suffer more than your tragic person- ,
ages. We ••• are always looking to be happy and
comfortablei but in a tragedy, the doomed
wretches are liver-complexioned from the opening
act. All the menacing horrors of an eclipse
are ours ••• Xoi the comedy is painfullest •••
And now, farewell, my worthy assl l

.'

Sometime later, through the clever manipulations of a Jewish pawnbroker,
Algernon himself "sobbed desperatelYi seeing himself very distinctly
reflected in one of the many facets of folly."
allow, however, emotion that sears.

2

The Comic poet does not

Meredith explains his method in The

Egoist: "The Egoist surely inspires pity.

He who would desire to olothe

himself at everybody's expense, and is of that desire condemned to strip
himself stark naked, he, if pathos
actual person.

eve~had

a form, might be taken for the

Only he is not allowed to rush at you, roll you over and

squeeze your body for briny drops.
That is the innovation.

There is the innovation."

3

Pathos is achieved without sentimentality,

for sentimentality is foolish and weak.

The mind cannot afford to loll in

the luxury of its own tears when courage is needed for success.

In Shibli

Bagarag's struggle to shave the inordinate crop of hair on Shagpat's neck
and face, Meredith indioates the difficulty of man in conquering his errors.
If.nreover, he reminds us that the mastery of an event lasts only a score of
years:
1. Rhoda Fleming, p.245

2. Ibid., p.287.
3. p.4,

14
So ever fresh Illusions will arise
1
And lord creation. until men are wise.
At first glance this would seem to present a hopeless case - do we really
fall back as often as we progress?

No. for each "fresh illusion" is

merely a defect of an advanced step of progress already won.

Meredith

writes in a humorous vein to hi s friend William Hardman - "May thine and
mine live in the Age of the final Eradication of Humbug.

But then wilt
2

thou and I be flying particles on the birth of the South-West."
Always above, detached and free. breathes the suprnmundane Spirit of
Comedy, born of the earth, yet supreme over earthly folly.

Watching,

focusing its many-faceted surfaces, it shows perpetually shifting changes
of light and dark - now a blaze of brilliancy, now obscure shadow.

To the

very careful observer, it now and then reveals a penetrating glance of the
oblique - a ray of transparent depth.

This ray is centered on the

intellects of men in the hope of firing responsive sparkse
Meredith, as the representative of the Comic Spirit, is especially
interesting beoause of the peculiar quality of his oblique beam.

We find

it in the recorded idiosyncrasies and tragedifs of his comic characters;
we find it in his analysis of their minds; we find it in his style and
outlook.

He has called on all the faculties of his own mind and has bent

them to the end of infusing the laughter of the Comic Spirit into the
minds and hearts of men.

o Laughterl

beauty plumped and love had birth.
Laughter. 0 thou reviver of such Earthl
Good for the spirit, good
3
For body, thou! to both art wine and breadl

p.245
s. The Hardman Papers:
'3O?I

~

Further Selection,(London:Constable and

15

If he has over-estimated the value of some of his gifts and has
can only admit his likeness to the rest of us.

er~ed,

we

Perhaps, too, like the

pearl in the oyster, his very faults have produoed unusual beauty in the
realm of the Comic.
3.(f~om

p.14)
"The Appeasement of Demeter," Poems, p.339.

.'
CHAPTER II

"PROGRESS" IN GEORGE MEREDITH'S
SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY

The highest ideal is Earth's progress, and the finest progress is
through men - men in a mutually beneficial society of brotherly love.

In

such a society the utmost powers of body and mind are bent toward a
realization of this spiritual ideal.

The individual or group which is

motivated most strongly by it is characterized by a well-rounded personality - physically, mentally, and spiritually.
Blood and brain and spirit there
Say the deepest gnomes of Earth
Join for true felicity.
Are they parted, then expect
Some one sailing will be wrecked

• · · · · · that
· · . · · Triad
.. · · · · is.
· · -1· · · · · · . · · . ·
Earth
Since Meredith does not visualize a state of perfectability - and who
does, for what would be so boring? - the best of what we have is only
relatively perfect.

But, as a Comic Spirit, he must give us an adequate

conception of this best, this genuine, to serve as a measure of comparison
with the eccentricities of the comic characters.
The laughter of men results from a sudden and unexpected shock.

Purely

physical laughter produces the hysteria of characteristic facial convulsions - purely mental laughter may have none at all.
1. "The Woods of Westermain," Poems, pp.84-85.

IS

Sometimes the two
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are closely interwoven.

The Comio Spirit is oonoerned only with

m~a1

laughter of a specific kind - the mental surprise of a contrast between
the apparent and essential oharacter of man.

Man himself oan often readily

distinguish between the false and the genuine.
false masquerading as the genuine.

The Comio Spirit sees the

Furthermore, in the interests of

humanity, he assists at the disrobing - takes off the false hair and wooden
leg, takes out the false teeth and glass eye.

The contrast between this

curiously denuded creature and its former magnificence is grotesque - the
shock produces the laughter.
The deception is so often almost perfect.

A counterfeit is more

easily reoognized if we compare it with the real; a paste jewel has not
the depth of brilliance of the actual gem.

An imperfect knowledge of the

real thing obscures the ability to pierce disguise.
What is Meredith's conception of the real or genuine?

First of all,

the normal, progressive individual must understand the natural laws governing his own physical person, for life is the basis of the mind and spirit.
One of the aims of civilization, then, is the maintenance of physical fitness.
II in

How Meredith glorifies healthl
~

Marriage

The lusty infants, Richard Feverel

Ordeal of Richard Feveral and John Edward Russett in The Amazing

ar~

nursed and tended carefully by their own mothers.

In Rhoda

Fleming, Mrs. Fleming is equally successful in raising flowers and
daughters.

Of the latter she says, "Good bread, and good beef, and enough
1

of both, make good blood; and my children shall be stoutl"

The Meredi thian

heroes, almost without exception, take long walks, swim, box, and partici1. p.3
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pate in all kinds of sports.

More wonderful still, the heroines

a~o

break

loose from the limitations of social artificiality: Clara Middleton in
~

Egoist walks in free and easy strides; Carinthia Jane, the girl of the

woods

in~Amazing

lmrriage, climbs easily from crag to crag in oontempt

of danger; her mother, Countess Fanny, and Aminta
exoellent swimmers.

in~

Or.mont are

Sir Willoughby Patterne, the Egoist, oomplaoently

believes that his projected union with the healthy Clara is merely the
result of a natural seleotion of the fittest of the species, for he has
never been "shaken by a dootor of medioine."

1

Of health in old age,

Meredith gives us the splendid example of Captain Kirby, a "three-decker
2

entering harbour after a viotory."

This tall, broad-shouldered, deep-

chested warrior attracts the love of the Countess Fanny and produces two
ohildren at the age of sixty-seven, Rwhen most men are reaping and staoking
their sins with groans and weak knees."

3

Opposed to these fine specimens, ill-health of even a lesser degree
is oonsiderably magnified.
sons.

In~

Egoist alone we have two good oompari-

In contrast to the youthful beauty of a Constantia Durham or a

Clara Middleton, there stands Laetitia Dale, faded, spiritless, and anaemio.
The healthy animal Adrian Harley is much more attraotive than the sallow,
dyspeptio Hippias.
The second aim of oivilization, moral fitness or virtue, leads
directly from the moderation of physical excesses.
1. The ~ist, p.407.
2. The
zing Marriage, p.6.
3. ~., p.l4.

For example, Meredith
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oontinually reminds us that
moral development.

asoetioi~

and

sensuali~

impede

physi~l

and

Like the extremes of starvation and greed, they are

oontrary to the best development in nature.
Master the blood, nor read by chills,
Earth admonishes. l
The goal is a golden mean.

In.!!:! Ordeal

2!. Riohard

Feverel, young

Riohard does grow up strong and healthy under his father's closelysystematized supervision.

It is a soil of artifioial oultivation; the boy

is oareful1y nurtured and proteoted from despoilment by unseleoted sooiety,
any Side-shoots, good or bad, are olipped to fit the father's pattern;
the hot-house plant is then ready for full and splendid flowering.
weakness is there, a weakness of over-oharged strength.

But a

As his cousin

Adrian Harley says, "combustibles are only the more dangerous for
compression."

2

A crisis is reached when pure instinot leads him to love

and marriage with the lovely Lucy Desborough.

Sir Austin's planned life

for his son does not include suoh a secret and preoipitate marriage; he
refuses to see the fortunate cirawmstance of the ohoice.

With deceptive

smoothness and guile, Riohard is torn from his bride and thrown into the
thick of fashionable sooiety.

His unusual rearing is the worst possible

preparation for this sudden transplant into foreign soil.

His total laok

of experienoe with this element oauses an over-intoxioation in the delights
of sooial interoourse, and he sucoumbs to both blandishment and treaohery.
Meredith is as stern as nature itself in penalizing the breaker of
her laws.

When Oscar Wilde was convicted and it was suggested that a word

1. "Seed-Time," Poems, p.3l6.
2. p124. On page 242 of the same book, Meredith
exoess of b

sa~s

of Clare Forey, "Now
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from Meredith might save him from prison, Meredith refused with

th~words,

"Abnormal sensuality in a leader of men ••• should be punished with severity;
all greatness is based on morality."
vioe and not to be tolerated.

1

Any kind of exoess is downright

Meredith does not dwell muoh on deliberate

immorality, for he feels that nature exacts its own penalty.

In The

Amazing Marriage, he shows how Lord Fleetwood, a decadent nobleman, becomes
the viotim of his own gambling mania.

Under the heady influence of wine

he proposes marriage to the innocent mountain girl, Carinthia, who has
really fallen in love with him.

Confidently she holds him to his word;

Fleetwood's only pride, the pride of a gambler and a sportsman, forces him
to keep his word.

On his side, it is a loveless matoh; he marries her in

contempt and coolly abandons her.
not 'remain one.

Carinthia has been a fool, but she does

When Fleetwood oomes to a realization of her fine

oharacter, she has discovered his weaknesses, has ceased to love him, and
just as coolly abandons him.
Physical and moral health steers for a mid-course.

The rocks on one

side may shatter, and the shallows on the other may stagnate.
swiftly-running, unobstruoted ourrent steadily propels.

Only the

In regard to

Fleetwood Meredith observes: "But, for the keeping of a steady course, men
made of blood in the walks of the world must be steadied.

Say it plainly

2

- mated."
Meredith's whole desire is to be thoroughly safe, moderate, and
oontrolled - yet progressive.
damage.

He shuns extremes for fear of irremedial

But if a complete knowledge of normal progress leads to a better

1. Robert E. Sencourt, flS ome Later Friends of Meredith, If Scribner's,LXXXV
(1929),

.647.

2. the Amaz n

Mar

e

560
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understanding of error, is it not also true that a thorough aoquaintanoe
with error leads to a better understanding of the normal?
that exoesses oorreot eaoh other.

He does admit

If that is the oase, oan bot the

excesses of ascetioism and sensualism correot each other? But a thorough
investigation of vice of either extreme Meredith never wished to try nor
did he advooate it, beoause there might be no retrieving of the good.

He

does not forget that saorifice is often necessary for progress, but he
does not seem to agree that extensive experimentation with vice should be
the saorifice.
It is Meredith's belief that the physioally healthy person is better
able to cope with the demands of life.

Good blood produces a stronger,

keener mental power and a better fortitude in combating obstacles.
Meredith's allegory,

~

Shaving

~

In

Shagpat, the water from the well of

Paravid gives insight; the three hairs from the horse Garraveen give strength
These, with the Lily of Light, or Love, are the magic talismen for
progress.

1

Here Meredith's own preoccupation with a formula oloses his mind to
a more inclusive view.
exceptions.

In general, this idea may be true; but there are

For instance, physical health does not necessarily include an

excellent mental equipment.

The brain, like any other organ in the body,

may be congenitally defective or weak.

The exaot opposite may be true; ill

health, especially in regard to the nervous system, may cause increased
mental sensitiyeness, even genius.
1. See James McKechnie, Meredith's Allegory "The Shaving
(London: Hodder and stoughton, 1910).

~

Shagpat,"
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Moreover, physical courage is very .frequently separate .from m.a.ral
courage.

In very .few oases does he show the supreme moral strength o.f the

physically weak - the orippled girl in "Martin's Puzzle, It Dahlia Fleming,
and Emma Dunstane.

Through Emma, Meredith says, ItThere is nothing the body

su.f.fers that the soul may not pro.fit by."

I

Too o.ften, however, Meredith

plaoes an over-emphasis on physioal strength and well-being.
And sinoe he devotes so much attention to oorrect health habits and
proper exeroise, why does he not enoourage hard physical labor o.f a productive kind as an incentive to a good appetite, proper digestion, the
moderation o.f sensualism, and the clearing o.f mental .fancies?

Edward Blan-

2

cove in Rhoda Fleming admits that "work is medicine."

Yet we do not have

the impression that he plaoes it anywhere near another type o.f medicine
which is usually presoribed - laughter.
On the whole, though, his teaching has many worthwhile points.
ideal is simple, logical, and practioal.

His

He does not altogether abandon

the idea o.f a God, but because his God is di.f.ferent .from the one clothed in
vaporous mists by oivilized society he seldom uses the word.

Meredith's

God is the Author o.f the Universe, whom we know only through His oreation,
the earth.

Earth's lesson is universal help.fulness, the combination o.f all

virtues, whioh Meredith calls Good.
And ever we espy the greater God,
3
For simple pointing at a good adored.
Then let our trust be .firm in Good.
1. Diane. o.f the Crossways, p.4l3.
2. p.242.--

3. "Ode to the Comic Spirit," Poems, p.439.
4. "The Question Whither," Poems, p.346.

4
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His spiritual ideal is that of social service, that which bindE men
"in consideration one to another," that which consists of sound reason,
fair justice, and a certain humility in regard to the individual's place
in a cosmic whole.

It is the foundation of virtue, the real faith and real

hope of struggling humani ty.
As has already been indicated in the first chapter, we seem to see
two of nature's laws in disagreement - an egoism of the individual which

disrupts the union of society and an egoism of society which tends to
smother the individual.
of Earth.

Both are of the utmost importance in the progress

They must be reoonciled if we are to continue our belief in the

wisdom of nature.
For us the double oonsoience and its war,
The serving of two masters, false to both,
Until those twain who spring the root and are
The knowledge in division, plight a troth
Of equal hands! 1
The sense of sight and hearing in conjunction form a more vivid concept in the brain than each separately, for each emphasizes and clarifies
the other by mutual correction.

So do the egos of the individual and of

society correct the excesses of each.
are much greater.

There are some losses, but the gains

The dragon of Self must be partially tamed so as to

accord with other similar dragons:
Squats the scaly Dragon-fowl,
Who was lord ere light you drank,

................................

Wait, and we shall forge him curbs,
Put his fangs to uses, tame,
Teach him, quick as cunning herbs,
How to cure him si ck and lame. 2
1. "The Sage Enamoured and the Honest Lady," Poems, p.66.
2. "The Woods of Westermain, - Poems, p.80.
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The taming of the dragon is not easy, and often he merely shams

~ness.

Shibli Bagarag discovers this in his efforts to shave Shagpat, for many
are the "thwacldngs" he reoeives.
add zest to the oombat.

To the strong, the thwackings merely

It is the ordeal, the opposition, the obstruction

whioh tempers charaoter and gives added strength.

Shiblifs friend, the

Old Woman, says, "Vfhatl thou hast been thwaoked, and refusest the fruit of
it - whioh is resoluteness, strength of mind, sternness in pursuit of the
1

objeott"

Modern thwackings are mental or spiritual rebuffs caused by

one's own folly, for the most part; although they may be the repulses of
unexplainable Fate.

In spite of the fact that he admits that physioal

thwacking or suffering may bring' profit to the human soul, the greatest
service is in the revelation of error to the fools who have been responsible
for such condition.

His applications of the uses of adversity are not

broad enough, but it is usually true that
'Tis the thwaoking in this den
Maketh lions of true men! 2
He seems to feel that the added strength given by opposition is the working
out of another natural law.

The individual ego is but an instrument to be

pitted against other egos for the eventual progress of Earth.

Fear and

despair have no place - the weak fall, and the "survival of the fittest"
carry on the world's work.
Since Pain and Pleasure on each hand
Led our wild steps from slimy rock
To yonder sweeps of gardenland,
3
We breathe but to be sword or block~

E!! Shaving 2! Shagpat, p.ll.
2. Ibid., p.246.
3. "The Thrush in February," Poems, p.332.

1.
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Rere is an instance which leads us to believe that Meredith is too 4Bavere
with the unfortunate.
to admire.
husband;

In Diana

in~

Forgiveness is a virtue which he does not feel bound

5!.!. ~

Croa8Wa;Y:s, Diana refuses to return to an erring

Amazing Marriage, Carinthia chooses service for a noble

brother in preference to living with a weakling husband; Meredith himself
refused to visit his dying wife, Ellen.

To him, the unforgivable fault of

such charaoters is their passivity in error; any effort on their part to
redeem themselves would have obtained immediate recognition.

He thinks

that mere forgiveness oonfirms them in inaction, and this is undoubtedly
one angle of the situation.

But he believes so firmly in charity; his

noblest characters assist the poor and unfortunate.

Is not forgiveness

one of the greatest acts of charity, and is it not sometimes a neoessary
help to the spiritually unfortunate and to the

even~~al

progress of the

earth?
To Meredith, those who fail to live harmoniously with nature's plans
for humanity

weaken~

sicken, and may even dissolve prematurely into death.

Nature frowns on the passive performer of life's drama and secures swift
retribution.

Meredith says, "If in any branch of us we fail in growth.

there is, you are

aware~

an unfailing aboriginal democratic ord monster

that waits to pull us down; oertainly the

branch~

possibly the tree; and

1

for the welfare of Life we fall. ff

Through death the disintegration of

decay produces new life and new hope of progress.
democracy~

1.

Dian.a~

forces real and active servioe.
p.15.

Death, the only real
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The varied oolours are a fitful heap:
~
They pass in oonstant servioe though they sleep;
The self gone out of them, therewith the pain; 1
Read that, who still to spell our earth remain.
Death itself should hold no terror.
change or progress.

It is merely one feature of

The natural law of the non-annihilation of matter

proves oonsoling in itself, espeoiallywhen there is no belief in a future
life.

Soientifioally, there is eternal existenoe through oontinual

regeneration.

It is the really awe-inspiring wonder of the universe.

Struok by this thought, Meredith says,
Death, shall I shrink from loving thee?
Into the breast that gives the rose
Shall I with shuddering fall? 2
The only real sadness in death oomes of a life whioh has given no servioe.
Although Meredith has no belief in the permanenoe of the individual body,
he does believe in the oontinuanoe of soul or spirit that has performed
some useful thing.

"The good life gone lives on in the mind; the bad has

but a life in the body, and that not lasting. fI

:3

The shorter life has, on

the average, less opportunity to develop to its fullest extent, but a short
life well spent is better than the attainment of a selfish old age.

A

premature death, like Beauohamp's, has only the sorry aspeot of brevity,
for his work lives on.
And what if our body be dashed from the steeps
Our spoken in protest remains,
A young generation reaps. 4
1. "The Year's Sheddings," Poems, p.467.
2. "The Spirit of Earth in Autumn, fI Poetioal Works 2£. George Meredith, with
notes by G. Trevelyan, (New York: Charles Soribner's Sons, 1912), p.l76.
3. Lord Ormont, p.217.
4. ~Empty Purse," Poems, p.402.

r
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The long life well spent; hale, hearty, and kindly old age; here

~re

is

readiness to greet death, for there has been a full life and full servioe.
Nature gives to these oalm resignation and quiet aooeptanoe.. In the role
of the dying Camille, Vittoria sings:
Our life is but a little holding, lent
To do a mighty labor; we are one
Wi th heaven and the stars when it is spent
1
To serve God's aim: else die we with the Sun.
How

have the oharacters in Meredith's books fit in with the plan of

the universe as he has oonoeived it?

Does he show us these ideal persons

who are doing same progressive good for Earth?

Yes; but in general they

do not stand out so olearly as do the oomio oharaoters.
vivid as red or white.

Pink is not so

Sometimes Meredith gives us a picture of the hero

and villain in one, as Edward Blancove in Rhoda Fleming.

Through most of

the story he has been an egoistic ooward; near the end, when he sees his
folly, he tries to make amends for the misohief done.

The ruin of Dahlia's

life, which is beyond repair, remains as a oorroding punishment; yet he
manages to rise to a regeneration of charaoter.
The ideal oharaoters, whioh are present in every novel, are not
perfeot, for they are human.

They have been tried by ordeal and have

emerged with brave hearts.
Matey Weyburn

in~

Ormont is a thoroughly well-rounded person.

A keen sportsman, he unites a life of physioal aotion with that of teaohing.
The latter assumes importanoe beoause his theories of education and society
embody reform.

Both he and Aminta have been life-long admirers of a

national hero, Lord Ormont, whom .Aminta finally married.
1. Vittoria, p.206.

Ormont, however,
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has married her only to revenge himself on a society that has
rank ingratitude.

sho~bim

Aminta and Matey, who have fallen in love with each other,

commiserate the weakness of their idol; but they feel no hesitancy in
defying convention by going away to seek their own legitimate happiness.
On the oontinent

~~ey

found a school in which Weyburn, among other innova-

tions, experiments with co-eduoation.

Their actions, stupefying to the

ordinary world, could only be undertaken so courageously by two such leaders,
whose ideals of progress include the purging of such existing evils of
society as unnatural marriage laws and artificial eduoational institutions.
The deserted Lord Ormont weeps over his folly, but instead of being their
strong antagonist, he recognizes and applauds their daring ventures.
Austin Wentworth, in Richard Feverel, under cloud of an unfortunate
marriage, is the steadying influence in the systam-ridden Feversl household.
His quiet but effective influenoe is never fully appreciated there, until
his absenoe in South America results in disaster and tragedy at home.

It

is during this period that Sir Austin Feverel does his most foolish manipulating of his son's life,and Richard commits the folly of deserting his wife
Lucy for his father, society, and the bewitching Lady Mount.

Wentworth's

return brings a fair amount of stabilization, but some of the force of
disaster oontinues on to the end.
In The Egoist, Vernon Whitford is also the victim of an unwise early
marriage through his sympathy with an unfortunate woman.

He has finally

learned not to let his emotions turn to his undoing, and he maintains an
attitude of impersonal wisdom towards Clara Middleton, squirming in the net
of the egoist, Sir Willoughby.

It is his detaohed, though sympathetic
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attitude whioh helps her to help herself.
Carinthia, the heroine of the

Amazi~

Marriage, has had one of the most

trying ordeals of any of Meredith's oharaoters.

We have already seen how

her marriage with the dissipated Lord Fleetwood and his desertion of her
on their very wedding day almost breaks her spirit.

In addition, her

brother's finanoial diffioul ties and his withdrawal from the army prey on
her mind.

Yet she does not whine or droop.

With the money Fleetwood

oontributes to her support she helps the miserable and unfortunate.

She

also makes many new friends, among them Owain Wythan, whose trouble is
similar to hers.

Although married, he has never known what marriage is,

for his wife has been a oontinual invalid.

He has aooepted the burden; he

has kept fa! th with humanity by faithfully serving his siok wife Rebeooa,
by assisting the unhappy Carinthia, and by helping les8 fortunate neighbors.
The ooinoidenoe is most amazing, but Rebeooa and Fleetwood both die, to
leave the field olear for a union of these tried souls, Owain and Carinthia.
A notioeable feature of Meredith's ideal oharaoters is their patienoe
in trouble.

One of the most noteworthy of these is Thomas Redworth.

His

belief in the real value of Diana Warwiok's oharaoter sustains him through
her loss of reputation and through her numerous follies.

With Diana's

friend, Lady Dunstane, he is always at hand to help and to guide her to
eventual happiness.
Robert Eooles is a sturdy yeoman farmer possessed of intelligenoe - a
faot whioh seems to surprise even Meredith.

Although seoretly his percep-

tion of the comio in the Fleming family oauses wells of silent laughter,
his inherent oonoern over their misfortunes leads him to assist in overooming
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them.

His main reason is, of course, his love for Rhoda, who, though

foolish at times, is essentially good in intention.
More in the publio eye by reason of partioipation in public events
are the hero and heroine respectively of Beauchamp and Vittoria.
Beauchamp, the political radical, is not so successful in his persistent
attempts in behalf of the middle-class, but he does dent the smug security
of the aristocratic circle fromwhioh he has sprung.
solid masonry is a distinct achievement.

Even a dent in this

When Beauohamp is drowned, his

aristocratic unole, Everard Romfrey, unites in grief with his nephew's
sponsor of radioal politics, Dr. Shrapnel.

Even before this Beauchamp has

effected a partial understanding between these two former bitter enemies.
Vittoria thraws herself wholeheartedly in the struggle for the national
liberty of the Italians against Austrian rule.

She arouses suspicion in

regard to the honesty of her purpose: first, because she is a woman;
second, because she has recognized some old English friends who are in
sympathy with or fighting in the ranks of the Austrians.

These dishearten-

ing drawbacks do not daunt her steady purpose; actually, her sincerity
results in a better feeling of friendliness on both sides, although
politically the Italians fail and Vittoria's husband is killed.
In that the lives of suoh oharacters present a pioture of hard-won
victory, they are truly inspiring.

The quiet servioe of a Redworth or a

Wentworth, the more spectaoular achievement of a Vittoria or a Beauohamp,
are the really strong moral forces in our civilization.
forward progress.

They help to

As comic characters, we are grateful for their example.

Meredith applies his ideas also to men in groups, but here his lack of
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a broader experienoe tells.

He admires the spirit of progress in bsth the

Frenoh and the Italians, and the profound depth of the Germans.

He believes

that the English, when the balance of vivaoious Celt and solid Saxon is
found, have the best

ra~ial

oonstituent, but he shows a preferenoe for the

.

Similar to his views o~ihdividual health, he con-

Irish and the Welsh.

siders the building of strong races an important element in progress.
Diana

~~

Crossways he says, "the senses

ru~ing

In

their live sap, and the

minds companioned, and the spirits made one by the whole-natured oonjunction ••• the speeding of us, compact of what we are, between the ascetic rocks
and the sensual whirlpools, to the oreation of certain nobler races, now
1

very dimly inagined."

Very dim, also, is his view of the world outside of.

England and a portion of the Continent.
He does see the neoessity and value of government and religion as means
of sooial oontrol.
without them.

In spite of their faults civilization would collapse

Of Christianity he gives the following tribute: "You must

bear in mind that Christianity will always be one of the great chapters
in the History of Humanity: that it fought down brutishness: that it has
been the mother of our civilization: that it is tender to the poor, maternal
to the suffering, and has supplied for most, still supplies for many,
nourishment
demanded."

2

t~t

in a oertain state of intelligence is instinctively

In Meredith's mind, therefore, Christianity is the Santa Glaus

of the backward and unintellectual.
another version to love and duty.

Maturity's reason and logic lends
He feels that eventually men in general

will oome to recognize it, just as they recognized that the Christian ideal
1. p.353-54.
2. Letters, I, p.l70.
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was superior to the Pagan.

There have been many reforms in religiotf, and

many of the human race have been doing without it at all.

It remains to be

seen whether Meredith's scientific religion will be the accepted thing of
the future.
The narrowness of his world-view is always apparent.

His prayer is

liberty and democracy - in several poams he praises the French Revolution,
and in Vittoria he admires the attampt of the Italians to gain civic freedom.
Of negro slavery in America, a struggle of paramount importanoe in the cause
of liberty, he gives only cursory attention.

He writes to A. Morton

Fullerton, "Since their most noble closing of the Civil War. I have looked
to tham as the hope of our civilization."

1

natives in the English colonial possessions?

But what of the conquered
Perhaps he feels that the

oppression of strong nations in turning weak nations into colonies is merely
an application of the Darwinian natural law, and that the subjugation of
the natives is offset by the acqUisition of a more advanced oivilization.
Still, brotherly love oan be shown and oivilization advanced in more peaceful ways.

Would his view of war been so meagerly stated if England had not

been the victorious oolonizer?

He lived in the thiok of industrialism - did

he not realize the evils of the machine age? He is correot in saying that
the progress of the mind and spirit lives on in succeeding generations.
What he forgets is that this immortal spark is sometimes revived only after
a long period of dormancy.

Among others, the anoient Chinese, Egyptian,

Greek, and Roman civilizations almost collapsed with their downfall.

Only

with the growth of prosperity and a certain amount of leisure in new civili2. Letters, II, p.388.
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zations in other parts of the world have the old nuggets of value

b.~n

sought for and retrieved.
Meredith is best in the interpretation of the nature of individual man
in his universal egoistic oharacteristios.

His dootrine of progress, while

limited, is good and is necesse.ry in the proper understanding of the comic
charaoters.

Ris best proposition is that consideration for others has a

tendency, though it is not a guarantee, to generate the same feeling in
others, and that this mutual love and charity is one of nature's finest
gifts.

The Comic Spirit has cause for laughter in man's deliberate refusal

of the choicest of Earth's happiness.
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to the tooth and claw, civilized man attempts to hide it under his newly
acquired cloak o£ moral pride.

This is what Meredith means when he says,

"The £irst e£fort of man's reason should be to approve of himself.

Here

1

stop most o£ us."

The ease wi th which man can approve of himself1

For if

the world approves, he can approve, regardless o£ the mask he is wearing.
This deception is productive of a spurious kind of happiness whioh lasts as
long as he is not discovered. When Richard Le Gallienne suggested that
Meredith write an autobiography he was answered with, "No, I leave that to
men still in love with their own egos, that wondrous love affair which is
2

apt to outlive all others. It

Here Meredith himself was covering the fact

that a really honest autobiography would not reflect altogether favorably
on himself, but he cleverly gives us the impression that autobiographers are
egoists.
Egoism is a disease that covers all the seven deadly Sins, but it has
three main varieties.

These may appear singly or in conjunction; the worst
"
;:.~~;
,\~':?~'

cases oombine all three.
.A.

B.

c.

:.!itiil

The Position o£ Supremacy
The Masking o£ De£eat
The Masking o£ In£eriori ty

Shibli Bagarag has the right

Viev'l

of the case, when, after many

,".''';',.

,~~

and~lous
"·.;·\'~i'
.
L
ad
,('(

attempts to oonvince his fellow-men of the need of reform, "it was r,'

"

I

••• that he who ruleth over men hath a labour and duties of hearing

eaA

judging and dispensing judgment similar to those of him who ruleth QTer apes
and asses. n

3

In other words, he might have said - fools and the imitators

1. Edward E. Brewer, "Unpublished Aphorisms of Meredith," Yale Revietr,N.S.

2.

XIV, (1925), p.624.
P~ohard Le Gallienne, The Romantic '90's (New York:Doubleday,Page & Co.,
1925
1
-
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of fools.

.!!:! Position ~

Supremacy

Henri Bergson gives us the main symptom of this variety of the disease.
lIe calls it "a growing callousness to social life.

Any individual is comic

who automatically goes his own way without troubling himself about getting
1

in touch wi th the rest of hi s fellow-beings. tt

It is a satisfying content-

ment with one's physical well-being, one's mental lucidity, or one's moral
goodness.

The mistake lies in the fact that this complacency sees no

prospect of further growth.
only atrophy.

Inactivity, or a halt in progress, brings

Meredith observes of great doctors, lawyers, professors,

and officials that "policy seems to petrify their minds when they're on an
2

eminence. "

It is a petrifaction of pride - it is Narcissus gazing at the

beauty of his own reflected image and listening to no one but his own dear
Echo.
In Sandra Belloni, Purcell Barrett discovers an ideal woman in Cornelia,
one who is entirely devoted to himself.

But this ideal is shattered, only

because Cornelia determines to take care of her sick father before marrying
him.

He is pierced to the heart - he cannot live - he commits suicidel

Joseph Beach says of him, "Rather than compromise an ideal, he will turn his
face away from life."

3

3 (from p.35) Shagpat, p.175.
1. Henri Bergson, Laughter: ~ Essay 2.!! the Meaning of ~ Comic, (London;
Maamillan and Co., 1911), p.l 4.
2. Lord Ormont, p.262.
3. Iii"The Comic Spirit !:: George Meredith, Op.~., p.9l.
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Of equally tragic import is the case of the two sisters in

Rhod~

Fleming.

Dahlia and Rhoda have been reared in a manner superior to most of their
clasS; but while Rhoda manages to keep a level

head~

Dahlia feels that the

villagers who have been her life-long oompanions are distinctly inferior to
her.

As a consequence, "the idea of love upon the lips of ordinary men

provoked Dahlia's irony; and the youths of Wrexby and Fenhurst had no chance
against her seoret Prince Florizels."

1

It is the great error of her life,

for though she does attract a man of superior station, Edward Blancove, he
refuses to marry her or to acknowledge her publicly in any way because of
such vestiges of her lowly origin as village ways and bad grammar.. Meredith
warns:
•••••••••••••••.•..••••••••••• • shun

That sly temptation of the illumined brain,
Deliveries oracular, self-spun. 2
Of none of Meredith's characters is this so true as in the case of Sir
Austin Feverel, whose belief in the superiority of his plan for the education
of his son Richard is so intense that he can not nor will not see the faults
that bring eventual disaster.

There is a humorous chapter in the book

enti tled "The Unmasking of Mr. Ripton Thompson."

3

Sir Austin and Lawyer

Thompson have been boasting to each other of the remarkable progress of
their respeotive sons.

Thompson proudly leads Sir Austin to his son Ripton,

who is presumably deep in the study of law.

Ripton, oaught unaware, seems

to be sickeningly empty of all legal knowledge; his father finds his desk

filled with numerous legal for.ms, but they are bills and I.O.U.'s for debts
1. p.4

2. "The Discipline of Wisdom," Poems, p.194.
3. Richard Feveral, Chapter XVI, p.106 ff.
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inourred in the interests of Love and Beauty.
humiliation is Lawyer Thompson's.

Apparently~

the disgpaoe and

Aotually, the really comio figure is Sir

Austin, the "Soientifio Humanist," whose own son at that very moment is
breaking through the rigid confines of his educational system.
Again and again Meredith shows how the

wealthy~

such as Lord Fleetwood, the Honourable Everard
Patterne, are especially

s~sceptible

well-born

Romfrey~

noblemen~

and Sir Willoughby

to this kind of vanity.

Fleetwood

would never dream of "breaking his word" whatever the cost to himself or
others; Romfrey is frozen in Tory conservatism, and Patterne remains incased
in his scientific manipulation of lives.

In Celt

~ Saxon~

Patrick

O'Donnell sees "the narrow pedestal whereon the stiff man of iron pride must
acoommodate itself to stand in despite of tempest without and within; and
how the statue rocks there, how much more pitiably than the common sons of
earth who have the broad, oommon field to fall down on."l
Of not suoh fatal oonsequence are other manifestations of this variety
of egoism.

Beach says, "The sentimentalist is a spiritual snob.

He

supposes himself to be possessed of insights and emotions more rare than the
2
ordinary."
This delusion of ultra-refinement, when expressed, is so
patently open to the ordinary observer that the blindness of folly on the
part of the comio character is doubly amusing.
Meredith oalls "the Broad Grin."

3

Here we may indulge in what

In Sandra Belloni, the Pole sisters are

oonvinced that they possess the "Nice Feelings" and "Fine Shades" of social
1. p.73.
2. The Comic Spirit in George Meredith, Op.cit., p.8?
3. "Essay on Comedy,v-p .30.
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decorum above the average.

They try to freeze the connnon, cheery

~'od-

nature of Mrs. Chump; what exquisite torture their nice feelings exact when
they are forced to consent to Mrs. Chump's marriage to their own father in
order to save the family fortunesl

In Vittoria, their brother Wilfred Pole

becomes aware of the comic in his nature, although he "had at one time of
his life imagined that he was marked by a peouliar distinction from the
1

common herd."
The most oolossal example of inflation is, of course, the brilliant
Sir Willoughby patterne.

He is the sun in his own universe of adoring

satellites, the magnet of baser metals.

He reoeives homage as his due; a

lack of it only shows the laok of ability to evaluate real artistio value.
His vast sums to oharity obtain the submissive respect of society; his
support of such relatives as his maiden aunts and his cousins Vernon Whitford and Crossjay Patterne is assured as long as they oonfor.m to his wishes.
As if enraptured by an inward viSion, he says, ItI see farther than most men,
and feel more deeply."

2

The delicacy of such a treasure must not be marred

by repellent persons or disturbing events, for his whole nature is likely
to beoome blighted - flI surround myself with heal thy people specially to
guard myself from having my feelings wrung."

3

His choice of bride is not

inspired by love, for essentially he is incapable of any but self-love.

She

is a rare art pieoe snatched from wolvish competitors, selected for the
purpose of graoing his own perfeotion and that of his posterity.

When

another lady is suggested as his bride, he cries, "'A widowl' and straightens

1. p.3l4.
2. The Egoist, p.Sl.
3. Ibid., p.84.
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1

"his whole figure to the erectness of the letter I."

Nothing

seco~-hand

will do; and his virgin bride, loyal to him throughout life, must remain
undefiled by a second marriage after his death - he begs his'Clara to be
2

true to his "dust."

No sacrifice of his own perfection is he willing to

concede to others - they are "extinct" if they refuse to conform to the
proper positions of subjugation to which he has assigned them in his mind.
Laetitia Dale takes an X-Ray of his very heart when she says, "Perhaps you
are too proud for ambition, Sir Willoughby."

3

Diana Warwick is probably

thinking of such as he when she remarks, "I am not sentimental about garden
flowers: they are cultivated for decoration, grown for clipping."
Sentimentalimn also extends to social groups.
censures patriotic sanotimoniousness.

4

Meredith particularly

The Irish Captain Con says of the

English flag, "And when you gaze on it fondly you're playing the part of a
5

certain Mr. Narcissus."

Sir Willoughby gazes on it fondly during his

three-year exoursion around the world, for he sees nothing but the superiority of the British.

Of Augustus Warwick Meredith remarks, "Perhaps his

worst fault was an affected superciliousness before the foreigner."

6

Meredith sees the British lion waving its majestic tail in a kind of solemn
joy as it gazes benignly upon its lesser fellows.

But he also discerns the

rapacious gleam behind the calm eye and the points of the claws beneath the
soft fur.
1.
20
3.
4.
5.
6.

"Our England holds possession of a considerable portion of the

The Egoist, p.l6.
The Egoist, p.49.
Ibid., p.35.
"i5Iiiia. of the Crossways, p.153.
Celt aiid saxon, p.i54.

''is'f'8:iie.;P• 59 •
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globe, and it keeps the world in awe to see her bestowing so considerable a
portion of her intelligence upon her recreations.

To prosecute them with
1

her whole heart is an ingenious exhibition of her power ••• the highest
2

mountain in Britain, the mountain of Accumulated Humbug."
A third type of sentimentalism may be seen in the literary field.
always, Meredith leans toward fusion and moderation.

As

Diana Warwick says,

"Philosophy bids us to see that we are not so pretty as rose-pink, not so
repulsive as dirty drab. II

3

Tennyson's "rose-mist ll irritates Meredith, for

he writes to Captain Maxse, "Do you care to find the holy Grail, Fred? ••
isn't there a scent of damned hypocrisy in all this lisping and vowelled
4

purity of the Idylls?"

In Richard Feverel, he characterizes the poet

Diaper Sandoe by saying, IIhe was of oourse a sentimentalist and a satirist,
enti tIed to lash the Age and complain of human nature."

5

Charles Dewey

Tenney, using the above quotation of Diana's as the basis of Meredi th' s
views of the comic in literature, says, "The decadent realist, under cover
of a pretended frankness ••• attempts to titillate the lower emotions ••• His
realism

.6

~ounts

to a sadistic sentimentality ••• sentimentalists would

convert literature into a rose-mist concealing facts or into a drab and
insistent exhibition of the lowest realities."

7

But writers who make proper

1. Beauchamp, p.307.
2. "Unpublished Aphorisms," Op.cit., p.624.
3. Diana, p.13.
-4. Letters, I, p.198.
5. Richard Feversl, p.2
6. Charles Dewey Tenney, "Rose Pink and Dirty Drab: George Meredith as a
CritiC," Sewanee Review, XXXIX, (1931), p.417.
7. ~., p.41S.
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use of their talent do that which they can do best.

Meredith himself,

unless under the inspiration of his wi tty verve, can be very dull.

The

forcible restraint of his comic genius in much of his criticism and his
evidently unwilling descent into yeoman soil in Rhoda Fleming produces a
kind of tonelessness.

The devious routes by which he explored the convolu-

tions of the human soul had a marked effect on his style, resulting in an
artificial eccentricity which has always been open to attack.

Many writers

are conscious of their faults, but they also feel, and Meredith may be
included in this category, that they in some way are contributing something
to letters that has never been given before.

Shibli Bagarag shows this

intoxication with one's own work when "his mind strutted through the future
of his days and down the ladder of time, exacting homage from men, his
brethren."

1

!

Masking of Defeat

In the days of our primitive ancestors, sharp competition for physical
self-preservation made physical combat the order of the day.

The struggle

brought out all the innate strength of the body so as to ensure success.
But the ordeals of the present time are tests of mental sharpness and moral
courage, the triumph of which is spiritual satisfaction.

Meredith writes

to G.P. Baker, "My method has been to prepare my readers for a crucial
exhibition of the personae, and then to give the scene in the fullest of
their blood and brain under stress of a fiery situation."
1. Shagpat, p.9l.
2. Letters, II, p.398.
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For a considerable period o£ li£e most people are sheltered and.guided
by others, as are the young Harry Riohmond, Evan Harrington,

Fevere1.

Their characters are negatively good - £ormless.

a~d

Richard

They must be

proved by combat.
Behold the li£e at ease; it dri£ts,
The sharpened 1i£e commands its course.

1

Progress, naturally, does not tolerate idling; things must be set in
motion.

The very security o£ inaction often leads to the abnormal growth

of egoism.

But there is

ah~ys

the possibility of de£eat; the true test

of character is the common sense o£ meeting overwhelming opposition.

There

may be a succumbing to the permanenoy o£ inferiority, an admission o£
failure with a determination to build up strength for future struggles, or
an absolute refusal to admit defeat by striking back blindly, by fair means

or foul.

The first is weakness, the second is common sense, and

~~e

third

is folly.
This type of folly is plainly seen in such a character as Percy Dacier
in Diana

2£.

the Crossways.

He is wounded by a flaw in Diana; he refuses to

forgive a desperate, apparently deceptive act which has really been prompted
by love for him.

Diana's friend, Lady Dunstane, "became enlightened enough

to distinguish in the man a known, if not a common type of the externally
soft and polished, internally hard and relentless, who are equal to the
trials of love only as long as favouring circumstanoes and seamings nurse
the fair objeot o£ their oourtship."

2

He oovers his defeat by a speedy

marriage to a frosty heiress with whom he is not in love.
l."Hard Weather," Poem.s, p.320.
2. Diana, p.358.
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Diana's innumerable errors are thamsel ves due to a previous defeat..in pride.
Her hasty marriage to Augustus Warwiok has proved a loss ohiefly to her
intellectual liberty.

She leaves him, only to reouperate hctr grievance by

plunging into a series of follies.

Her innoeent friendship with Lord

Dannisburgh reestablishes her intellectual pride, but it brings the cut of
a moral society's disapproval.

Through the uncertain financial returns of

novel-writing she attempts to maintain an expensive establishment and to
entertain hosts of witty friends, but "her error was the step into Society
1
without the wherewithal to support her position there."
To pay her debts
she commits the worst mistake of all - the selling of an important State
secret.
Disapproval by one's fellow men is one of the most biting of defeats.
Farmer Fleming and Rhoda, not willing to. suffer sooial ostracism when
Dahlia's ruin. through Edward Blancove threatens to beoome kDown in their
village, offer her on the altar of Rhonorable"marriage to an unknown Suitor,
a black scoundrel who is well paid for this tender service and who, at the
same time, is already in possessi.on of a wi.te and family whom he has
deserted.

To Dahlia, already severely buffeted by her own mistakes and by

the meddling of others, this last sacrifice for love of her family and its
subsequent horror is a signal for attempted suieide.
In

.2.!! 2!. .2!:: Cosuerors,

Victor Radnor defies sooiety in his alliance

with young lataly after having left his lawful wife who is
than himself.

~

years older

While he despises the tyranny of the marriage law whioh

forbids a legal union with Nataly, he cannot accept the social odium against
Nataly and their daughter Nesta.
1.

Diana, p.30l.

He plans to reinstate the family at 8.l'I3"
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oost.

But his continual lavish entertainments hasten the death of «ataly;

and his arrangement for the loveless marriage of Nesta to a well-born and
honorable nobleman to lend the proper dignity to his own union would have
been disastrous if oarried out.

Ironioally enough, Nataly dies exactly five

and one half hours before Radnor's wife.

He himself goes insane.

Nesta is

the only salvage of the wreck.
This foroible attempt to wrest viotory from absolute loss sometimes
takes the form of a sophistioated and subtle revenge.
bull-blind wrath overriding everything in its way.
his dismissal from the

~,

Underneath it is

Lord Ormontts injury is

an army whioh he has faithfully served the

major part of his life and whioh has raised him to the glory of a military
hero.

He feels that his error in judgment, .though oostly ,has been too

severely oondemned.

In his rage and oontempt of a sooiety that oan be so

ungrateful, he seoures a oertain satisfaotion in a marriage beneath his
social station.

Aminta has always admired Ormont as a great leader of mc.

but her idol falls to the dust after their marriage when she discovers that
he is extraoting balm from. anything to shcnr the world how he despises it
and that she is being used for this petty gratifioation.

1

The most oruel despot of this type is Sir Austin Feverel.

As we have

seen, his original error wa:s his aloof withdrawal into the palaoe of his
superior mind, his failure to reoognise the plaoe of instinct and emotion
in humanity.

.An older Sir 1I111oughby in many ways, he is more ooldly silent.

His wife' 8 soul shrivels, and she runs into the warmth of the love of the
poet Diaper Sandoe.

This is the shattering blow to Sir Austin' 8 self-

esteem. His system tor the eduoationof Rieh.ard now serves two ends.
1. Lord Ormont, p.241.

It

r
not only maintains his position ot mental superiority, but it is hso a
weapon to show the world that an erring mother' 8 natural afteotion oa.u be
superseded by a wounded tather's scientifio training.
through all his aotion.

This dual motive runs

He allows the saoritioe ot three human hearts,

Clare, Luoy, and Riohard, tor the proving ot his awn infallibility.

In a

letter to Mr. Lucas, Meredith says, "the main design and purpose I hold to.
I have oertainly made it too subtle, tor none have peroeived it••• The
'Systam', l'Ou see, had its origin not so muoh in love tor his son, as in
wrath tor his wife, and so carries its own Nemesis ••• The moral is that no
System ot the sort suooeeds with human nature, unless the originator has
oonoeived it purely independent ot personal passion.

That was Sir Austin's

way ot wrecking his revenge. wl
Richard himself' is blinded by insane revenge when. he disoovers the base
deoeption ot the llounts.

Immediately af'ter a reconoiliation with his wife,

Luoy, he dashes away to fight a duel with Mount.

He is seriously wounded;

and Lucy, in anguish over his possible death, contraots brain fever and
dies.
These foolish attempts to snatch triumph from deteat are so otten
tatally tragio.

The error ot these oomio oharacters is as gigantio as that

ot those who per.manently retreat, tor their strength is diverted into false
channels.

Yet these ordeals, whioh oan cause so muoh havoo, can also be

used to oure tolly.

The really wise man makes use of experienoe, whatever

it may be, tor his own and others' good.

1.

Al tsohul Colleotion, .2E,•.!!!., p.79.
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Interloritl

In masking a deteat in selt-esteem there is an attempt to regain lost
superiority.

Now we are to consider those who have never known superiority

but who have an inordinate adoration ot it.
Most ot intelligent mankind aots to secure the world's good opinion.
Civilization, which has set up ce:btain moral standards for its guidance, has
favored the followers ot these standards with respeot and approval.

The

aotual attaiIJDlen.t of the goals, however, is otten muoh too difficult or
troublesome.

If' the world's good opinion can be seoured by deception, so

muoh the better.

Adrian Harley in Riohard Feverel is an extreme sensualist;

to society at large he is a.n exemplary young man.
In this oonneotion, the individual is not entirely to blame, for

oivilization has set up :rn.any standards whioh in themselves masquerade as
moral excellenoies or which have not aooepted new truths.

Political.

religious, and sooial institutions otten lag behind.in the march ot progress;
they have not sloughed ott old errors.

As a oonsequenoe, many persons are

led astray in their attempts to follow the true goals.
Meredith complains ot the Tories who uphold Toryism in place ot genuine
1
patriotism.
He regrets that as yet no better method than governing by
parties has been devised, but that in government, "it's the curse ot our
2
country to have politics as well as other diseases."
He despises religious hypocrisy tor personal and seltish gain.
itselt has beoome a bUSiness, an effeotive tool in deoeption.

1. Beauchamp, p.126.
2. ibid., p.24

Religion

In "The
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Beggarts Soliloquy" the pious shopkeeper is singled outs
On week-days he's playing at Spider and Fly,

.And on Sundays he sings about Cherubim. l

Even those with the noblest intentions have tailed to supply essential needs
in religion; in a measure Christianity itselt has tailed - -what you say

about Christian1 ty arresting sensualism. is veI7 well; but the Essenian
parentage ot Christian! ty was simply asoetism ••• Paganism no doubt deserved
the asoetio reproot; but Christianity tailed to supply much that it
2
destroyed."
Sooial customs are so otten ridioulous modes that pass away.

Meredith

oommiserates Lord Fleetwood's sad tolly in keeping to the pledge ot his
'WOrd when by so doing he is oommitting infinitely greater wrong.

Like many

ot the oomio charaoters, he oannot ohoose the lesser ot two evils.
Meredith believes thoroughly in physioal exeroise as a means ot
releasing stored-up primitive energy, but he detests one outlet ot this
kind - duelling.

It is both silly and wasteful.

In Farina, a tale

ot

German chivalry in the middle ages, he tells ot the White Rose Club,
organized to detend the hOllOr ot the white rose, Margarita.

In another

plaoe Meredith ories out, "Colney on Clubst he's right; they're the medieval
in modern times, our Baron's castles, minus the Barons; dead against publio
3
lite and social duties ~ •• Sectionally social means anything but social."
The White Rose Club spends its whole energy in praotise duels ot slight
"Not to possess a beauty-soar, as the wounds reoeived
4
in these endless oombats were called, became the sign ot interiority. It
origin and no sense.

1. Poetical Works, edited by Trevelyan, Op.oi t., p.105.
2. Letters, I, p.61.
3. §! 2! ~ Conquerors, p.lla.
4. "Farina, It in Short Stories, pp.160-61.
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The aotion ot the olub becomes signally oamio when a real crisis ~ises.
Margari ta is snatohed by bandits and oarried away to their lair.

The club.

with a tremendous display ot energy. rushes to her rescue, only to disoover
that she has already been resoued by the more wide-awake and sensible
Farina and his triends.

With the Monk, who has attempted to exoroise the

Devil in lonely meditation on a m01.mtain-top, eaoh one oan say, "I am the
viotim ot selt-inoense."

1

The tolly ot duelling beoomes evan more evident when there are tragio
consequenoes.

Major Waring says, "I detest duelliDg ••• I don't like a system

that permits knaves and tools to exeroise a olaim to
useful men."

2

~peril

the lives ot

One wonders again why Meredith does not apply this opinion

to aggressive wartare, tor there the evils ot duelling are inoreased a
thousand-told.
by the bullet

Beach observes. that Alvan,

ot Prinoe Marko in

in.!!!

TraGio Comedians. killed

a duel, has no tault to tind with ohanoe,

for he who oommits himselt to suoh a senseless ordeal MUst not complain.

3

The interior in wealth or in sooial position beoomes comio when he apes
the real thing.

Meredith says ot Lady Camper's rouge, "we loathe the sub-

stitute, omitting to think: how much less it is an imposition than a torm ot

.

praotioal adoration of the genuine."

4

Since even the apparent genuine may

be talse, the situation is doubly comio;
dimples instead ot one.
1.
2.
3.
4.

the Comio Spirit may show two

For instanoe, great wealth brings its own dangers,

"Farina," Short Stories, p.25l.
Rhoda JJ.euil~, p.i99.
Beaoh, 1'lieDdo ~rit, .2E,.oit., p.166.
"The Caseo? Gene
bple ancrt'ady Camper,· Short Stories, p1270.
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espeoially if it is unearned.

•

The aristoorat who inherits a title and

sooial position is merely invested with 'What the economists oall "unearned
inorement."

Bis situation

al80

bears its attendant evils.

Am these are

what look so promising to the persons who do not have them.
The comio oharaoter forges a new set of shining oil"CWIlStanoes for
himsel.t.

Meredith remarks, "poverty is never ridiculous to comio peroeption

until it attempts to make its rags conoeal its bareness in a forlorn attempt
1
at deoency, or foolishly to rival ostentation."
In "The House on the
Beach," Mart Timan has aoquired
small town.

SOllLe

money and some of:t'ioial position in a

His suooess suggests that he aspire to presentation at Court

and to the position of knighthood.

Af'ter a severe storm, whose rioting

waters almost engul:t' him and his home, he is brought to shore where the
townsfolk are gathered.

Suddenly the wind wb.1ps the ends of his dressing

gown apart - underneath glitters his most treasured possession, his magnificent Court suitl

And - "Perfect graT! ty greeted him from the orowd.,,2

A nioe oare of the figure one presents in sooial oiroles is of supreme
importanoe.

Mrs. Mountstuart wisely observes, "appearanoes make up a
3
remarkably large part ot life."
In General Oplets oase, idleness fosters

a super-sensitiveness toward publio regard whioh, had he oontinued his
business of soldiering, would. probably never have enga8ed his attention.
He has "the sentiment of humble respeottulness towards ari stooraoy" and
gardening is "a business he delighted in, as long as he oould perform it in
4
a gentlElln8nly manner, that is to say, so long as he was not overlooked."
1.
2.
3.
4.

"Essay on Comedy," p.46
"rhe House on the.Beach,· Short Stories, p.1S4.
The Egoist, p.3S?
.
HGeneral Ople and Lady Camper,· p.262.

r
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This prooess ot being overlooked oan be. so degradingl

!he

Harri~n

daughters, who have risen to higher strata of sooiety throughj.tdioious
marriages, "'ere dutiful and loving children, and wrote frequently; but of
1

oourse they had to oonsider their new position.-

This new position,

strangely enough, torbids aoknowledging one's parents to aoquaintanoes and
bans appearing at the tuneral ot a tailor-tather.

hj;
This is nothing

~

hypoorisy and sham gl.ory.

Meredith uncovers the

real battle-ground of sooial life in his aocount of the Generalship of Sir
Willough])y, Riohmond Roy, and the Countess de Saldar (nee Harrington).

He

praises the artistio maneuvers of the Countess with the tollowing oommendation: "'Touching a nerve' is one ot those unforgivable small offenoes
whioh, in our oivilised state, produoe the sooial vendettas and. dramas that,
with savage nations, spring from the spilling ot blood.

Instead ot an eye

for an eye, a tooth tor a tooth, we demand a nerve for a nerve.·

2

Horaoe

de Craye is moved to remark upon Willoughby's skill in that oonneotion,
"The art of outting is one of the branohes of a polite eduoation in this
3
oountry."
Here, unknown .to the oomio charaoters, the distended ego is more
easily seen and the disease more readily diagnosed than in other oases.

The

ridioulous reaohes its height in the Pole sisters who have praotised the art
of lofty hauteur to a tine point.

!hey call themselv..- Pole, Polar, and.

North Pole, to indioate "the three shades of distanoe whioh they oould conv
in a bow.·

4

Of the three, North Pole (Cornelia) is most adept, for unhappy

strangers "bowed to an ineberg, whioh replie.d to them with the freesing
indifference of the floating oolossus."
1. Evan Harrt;ton, p.1S.
2. "!6Id., p. 2 -09.
3. The E oist, p.438.

6

4. Sandra Belloni, p.2
6. tbld., p.S
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To those who are deeply oonoerned 111 th the improvement of sooi.-ty,
these derangements in the natural good ot the human race are matters of real
concern.

Matey Weyburn in

~

01".lllOnt is fervent in "his loathing of

artifice to raise emotion" loathing of the affected, the stilted, the trumpe
1

of speech,·

and Meredith describes Beauohampism. as "anything which is the

obverse of Byronism. and rarely woos your sympathy, shuns the statuesque
2
pathetique, or a:tq kind ot posturing."
Yet there is so much artifioiality,
af.£'eotation, and posturing in the world that it becomes one of our most
serious problema.

Meredith himself uses an af.£'eoted style to attract

attention to the "intellectuals,,· the high oaste of the literary world.
it is this very thing which tends to inturiate him 1I1th others..

The only

thing that allows him to tolerate them at all is to study them.
What i8 the remedy?

To Meredith, Laughter.

Comio Spirit, here in the person of Meredith.

Who applies it?

1. Sandra Belloni, p.94.
2. Beauohamp, p.32.

The

The applioation is not

always effeotive, but it is one of our best tonics.

But

CHAPTER IV
The "OBLIQUE LIGHT" OF THE COMIC SPIRIT
The Comio Spirit, the shooting star of quiokly transient luster, has
perspioacious qualities which can only be ferreted out by the alert and
watohful eye.

Along .its way it has incorporated other philosophical views

which fire its headlong oourse izrbo a passionate zeal for transmi tting its

oblique rays deep into the darkness of Earth.

It' it seems to have

momentarily disappeared, know that it hovers, like a will-o-the-w1sp, over
the marshlands ot humanity.

E!!

Comio Spirit!!! Meredith's Works

We must remember that the comedy and the Comio Spirit are two
separate entities.

The first is the fault; the second is the moving spirit

of reform in correotionof the fault.

It the comedy is well presented by

the writer there is no doubt but that the Comic Spirit is generated in l'JI&DY'
of the minds ot the spectators; that is what some of Meredith's oritios mean
when they say the story should speak for itself.

But, as a Viotorian

novelist, Meredith will not permit any of his meaning to be lost if he can
help it.

As a Comic Spirit he must move through the comedy, kindling the

aotors and speotators at once.
The Comic Spirit operates on the intellect.

In the "Essay· Meredith

writes, "The Comio poet is in the narrow field or the enclosed square of
the society he depictsJ and he addresses the still narrower enolosure of
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Dlen's intelleots, with referenoe to the operation of the sooial wolli.d upon
.

1

their oharaoters ••• nor oan he whose business it is to address the mind be
understood Rere there is not a moderate degree of intelleotual activity."

2

The Comio Spin t not only infuses oommon sense in those who oan understand, but in those intelligent men and 'WOmen whose sooial position,
weal th, or artistio genius give them. the opportunity of being of greatest
servioe to men.

Most of mankind looks to its leaders for guidance and

support - Shibli Bagarag is told that "We of the oity of Colb take our
3
fashions from them of the oity of Shagpat."
Right aims in the leaders will
lessen the chance of error in the masses.

Sometimes, of course, saorifioes

are demanded of others for the illumination of these leaders, but such
saorifioes are for greater good.

George C. Trevelyan says, "Out misdeeds

punish others beside ourselves.

It we could each of us see the sum. of evil

for which he or she is really responsible, we should all turn with horror
from our faults ••••e need a great novelist to illumine our consoienoe."

4

The only oonsolation of the injured is that misfortune may purge one's own
folly or that of others, as Meredith shows in "Kartin's PIlule."
Lose a leg, save a soul - a convenient text:
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If the Lord penni ts that she be made a victim of fools
It's a roundabout way, with respeot let me adg,
If Molly goes crippled that we may be taught.
''Essay on Comedy," pp.44-45.
Ibid., p.3
milEt, p.1l9.
I n a Poe~3 and PhilcSorhi 2!.. George Meredith, (London:Constable and
Company,L :;1906), p. 2 •
"Martin's Puzzle,· Poems, pp.180-81.
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As has been indioated. this can hardly be a healing salve to the IIl8'Jority
of innooent viotims.

The Christian hope of reward for suffering in a future

life will always prove more attraotive to the ordinary man•. Too, the
amoun~

of saorifioe neoessary to teaoh same fools is more than they are

worth.

Dahlia Fleming Bu.f'fers mental torture and physioal debilitation

before her father. sister, and Edward Blanoove are oonvinoed of their 8elfishness.

Clare Doria and Luoy Fevera! are offered up for the instruotion

of Riohard and his father.

Chloe "dies to save"

1

the Duchess of Dewlap

from a fate similar to her own. the misfortune of loving a reckless ingrate.
Certainly the oharaoters who are thus instructed hardly deserve suoh
attention.
To see the light of the Comic Spirit the oomio oharaoter must be.

momentarily at least, tree from the grip of passion.
observes , itA madman gets madder when
is a madman;
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Mrs. Mel wisely
2
talk reason to him."
An egoist

he is delirious from the fever of his disease.

The dominanoe

of selfish passion bars the light of reason, but when the orisis subsides
oalm judgment may enter.

:Meredith writes to the Countess ot Lytton. "There

is no consolation tor a weeping heart. Only the mind oan help it. when the
3
showers have passed."
Sentimental sympathy :may be more welcome, but it
has a tendency to produoe a self-righteous apathy, 1Ih1oh is useless.

The

right use of philosophy gives the beet aid, tor it invigorates.
Philosophy, thoughtless to soo1ihe,
4
Litts, if thou wilt, or there leaves thee supine.
1. "The Tale of Chloe," Short Stories, p.GS.
2. Evan Harrington, p.339.
3. tet'ters, II; p.5n.
4. "The
Purse," Poems. p.397.
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In

~

Egoist. Vernon Wh1 ttord shows tilis kind of productive gc1danoe.

Clara Middleton's sad predicament is her promise to marry a man whom she
later discovers to be a confirmed egoist.

In her distress. she looks

hungrily about for encouragement to break the bond.

Vernon does not urge

her to adtion. but he does advise her when desperation leads to error.
knOws

He

that there is no viotory like self-conquest. and Clara finally severs

her obligation of her own accord.

)(eredi tb. says of Vernon. who watches the

consternation and the desperate wriggling of the repulsed Willoughby to
regain his former superior position. "Yet. as he was pertectly sedate.
1

none could have suspeoted his blood to be ohasing wild wi tb. laughter. n
The interesting question now arises - to what extent does Meredith
oonceive the illumination ot common sense to be effective in restoring the
comic character to normal?

11' there is suocess. what is the extent?'

Toany observer, a survey of the field shaws relatively few complete
triumphs.

Like Beauchamp. Meredith seems to feel the oomio world a diftioul

one to conquer. and he is saidstied with even alight suooess.

In his

"Essay on Comedy· we read. nyou may estiDa te your capacity for comic peroeption by being able to deteot the ridioule of them. you love. without
loving them less: and more by being able to see yourself ridioulous in dear
2

eyes. aDd aooepting the oorreotion their image of you proposes. n

Lady Camper detects the faults of General Ople but marries him; he
accepts her ridicule of himself and corrects his tallies.

eFrOom a realistic

point of view, hawever, male egoism would have to reach the zero mark before
it aocepted Lady Camper's 'high-handed abuse.'
1. ~ Egoist. p.45l.
2. Essay 2.!! Comedz. p.41

Thomas Redworth justly
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appraises the real value of Diana's oharacter beneath all its errON; her
grateful reoognition of his patient endurance moves her to a ob.ange.

Evan

Harrington aooepts social censure for the foolish but fond schemes of his
sisters; two of the sisters respond by disoarding their false masks. and
only the Countess proves incorrigible.

Harry Ricbmolid's love overlooks his

lather'S extravaganoes; the father finally achieves a viotory just betore
his death.

Beauchamp loves his uncle Everard Rom£rey in spite of the

latter's narrow Toryism; the unole is brought to a partial conversion.
This perception of the comic in others while still retaining love for them
implies a deep regard tor intrinsic value.
searoh tor their regeneration.

The Tery knowledge urges a

In turn. the comio characters, recognidng

the talsity of their positions, are frequently moved to reform.
ness to the oomic laugh is a step in oivilization."

"Sensitive-

1

One type of failure. however, can be attributed to over-sensitiveness
to the oomic laugh.
~

Some blushes may burn too deeply_

The Countess in

Harrington oannot endure the social exposure she is forced to accept.

She retreats to Rome and Catholicism, a religion in which every man. is a
gentleman and error is forgiven through the priests.

Meredith condemns suoh

as she when he says, "She was now in the luxury of passivity. when we throw
our burden on the Powers above. and do not love them."

2

Lord Fleetwood is

fimlly led to an enlightenment of his tolly, but "Courage to grappe with
3
hi s pride and open his heart was wanting in him."
He oa.nnot accept
Carinthia's deliberate repudiation of him, but retires into a monastery
where he dies, in six months. of his austerities.
1."Essay on Comedy," p.49
2 •. ~ Egoist, p.200'

,-

These characters simply

3. The Amazing Jlarraige, p.435.
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do not have the moral stamina to effeot an about-faoe.

.'

In Rhoda Fleming Meredith says, "Saying 'I was a fool' they believe
they have put an end to the foolishness.

What father teaohes them that a
1
human aot once set in motion flows on forever to the great aocount?"
He

warns that conscience i8 a sorry guest without oourage, and that "If
courage should falter, it i8 wholesome to kneel."

2

This is the only use

Meredith has for prayer; it is the only favor he asks of the UnkDOlm. Creator.

In a letter to his daughter-in-law Daisy he says, "Forti tude i8 the

one thing for which we may pray, beoause without it we are unable to bear
3
the Truth." Wi th him, prayer seems to be a sort of selt-induoed hypnotiam
by which the mind forces the body to do that which the egoism of nature
rebels.

However, he defines it in muoh more poetic language - "Prayer is
4
our power wi thin us to oonmnm1 cate with the desired beyond our thirsts."
Still others of Meredi th· s comio characters are blind through the
intensity of self-love.

J.H.E.Crees says Sir Austin needed only laughter
5
to relieve him of his extravaganoes.
Sir Austin oertainly "was cognizant
of the total absence of the humorous in hiJaself (the want that most shut
him out from. his fellows)," but the System. obscures anything outside it.

This really human tragedy is revealed through a nephew, Austin Wentwortlu
6
"By degrees Austin learnt the baronet's prooeedings, and smiled sadly.·
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Rhoda Flem1p!;' p.125.

wi'lle Fm.pty
se," Poems, p.413
Letters, II, p.535.
Lord Ormant, p.211.
In Geok!e Meredith: A g:Udy of his Works and Personality (Oxford:

Blao

ell, 1918),

'P. • - -

6. Richard Feveral, p.408.

-

-
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Richmond Roy never fully realizes the bitterness and sorrow his
exploits oause to those he loves.

r~sodical

His son Harry is finally brought to a

complete understanding of his father's character - "He had ceased to
entertain me.

IJUltead of a oomio I found him a tragic speotaole•••• Re

clearly oould not learn

f~misfortune ••• I

Chafed at his unteaohable
1
spiri t; surely one of the most tragioal things in life."
Sir Willoughby's

is, of course, the most hardened o&se.

Neither shame, ridicule, or expo-

sure unseats his unquenchable pride - he is blushless.

He fails to see

that "Candour is the best concealment, when one has to carry a saddle of
2
absurdity.·
Of all such persons MerecH. th speaks the truth when he says,
"There is ever in the mind' a eye a certain wilfulness, we see and under3
stand; we see and won't understand. ti
But tile Comio Spin t continues its unceasil1& efforta.
successes it has as many or more failures.

For the

Its courage does not flag

against what 8lDOuntS at times to tremendous odds.

Meredith writes that

Beauchamp's Career is "an attempt to show the foroes around a young :man of
present day in England, who 'WOuld move them and finds them unutterably
solid, though it is seen in the end that he does not altogether fail, and
has not lived in vain. n

4

He expresses his faith in the earth's spiritual

evolution in a poem. called "The World's Advance."
Judge mildly the tasked world; and disincline
To brand it, for it bears a heavy- paok.
You have perohance observed the inebriate's trac~.
At night when he has quitted the inn-sign;
1. Harry Richmond, p.449.
2. Diana, p.298.
3. Richard Feverel, p.396.
4. JI8.Ur1oe B. Forman, A Bibligira~ o. f the Wr1t~s in Prose and Verse of
Geor e Meredith ('Idlribur,
.1irnl"iess,
2)-52.
-

~' --------------------------------------------------------6-0~
He plays diversions on the homeward line.
still that way bent albeit his legs are slaoks
A hedge may take him but he turns not back.
Nor turns this burdened workd. of curving spine.
"Spiral." the mElDOrable Lady terms
Our mind's asoent: our world's advance presents
That figure on a flat; the way of 1IOms.
Cherish the promise of its good intents.
And warn it. not one instinct to effaoe
Ere Reason ripens tor the vaoant plaoe. l

Jlered! th

.!! .!!:! ~ ~ ~

Comic Spirit

The oblique light thrown by the Comic Spirit is Dever more elusive
than when sought for in Meredith himself.

We are interested. first. in the

origin ot his views.
He had a really natural 'joy in laughter. both as a physical and a
spiritual good.

His critics are tond of referring to him. a8 an optimist.

in contrast to Thomas Hardy as a pessimist.
optimism. a natal gift ot temperament.

With Meredith it is an inborn

Like the ohampagne which flows so

treely through the pages of his novels. his spirit is olear. radiant. and
all the better for its effenescent sparkle.

His friends have borne wit-

ness to the fact that he was a bracing and in-ooxieating influence. He
2
was "Robin" to William Hardman's "Tukc"; their notes and letters to each
other are filled with sheer lively nonsense.

Meredith constantly referred

to Hardman's wife as Dem1troia )?eoause she had been wooed five years. half
3
the period of the siege ot Troy.
Riohard Le Gallienne and G.K.Chesterton
tell us that his talk was exaotly like his books; Lady Butcher says that
"in later life :Mr. Jleredi th beoame more serious in his oolI'Tersation.

poams.

am

1. "The World's Advanoe."
p.19?
2. See S.M. Ellis. A Mid-victOrian peWC.(LondOn:ceoil Palmer.1923) and The
Hardman Papers::! lU'"rther Seleotion LondonlCona~ble &: Co •• 1930)
-
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in his attitude toward life, and even in those days, we were seldom ~ong
1
in hi s oompany without laughter."
~bleness

In his writing, Meredith's Celtio

runs the full gamut ot heterogenous and quiCkly-Changing metaphor,

tor his liveliness finds too many angles from whioh to shoot its lightning
flashes.

Yet, to catoh a glimpse of this Comio Spirit is a release and a

re juvenation.

Meredi th says, "Laughter, let it be but gemdne, i8 of a

ooIlllOOn nationality, indeed a common fireside; aDd profound disagreement is
2
not easy atter it."
It is no wonder that a poet-philosopher who finds laughter
should try to use it in the alleviation of the tragio.
the'laughter beoomes purely mental.

80

valuable

In this oapaoity

:Meredith's vivaoity carries with it

the corresponding irri tabill ty of ill temper when it enoounters the unpleasantJ in this oase mere physioal laughter oan be satirio bitterness or
hilarious insanity.

The gay charmer, Colonel de Craye, reveals this seoret -

"You have heard of melanoholy olollllS. You would find the faot not so
3
laughable behind my paint."
Adrian Harley is Meredith's spokesman when he
remarks, "Welll all wisdom is mourntul.
do love the Comio MIlse.

'Tis therefore,

00&,

Their own high .food would kill them.

that the wise
You shall

find great poets, rare philosophers, night atter night in the broad
before a row of yellow lights and mouthing masks.

Why?

Vin

Beoause all t S dark

4

at home."

Meredith tries to modify the bubbling mirth of spontaneous joy

into the quiet laughter or wary smile of a disoenment ot tragedy.

tawa,

3 (oontinued from p.60) See S.M. Ellis, A !lid-Viotorian
Op.eit.,p67
1. Lady Butoher, Memories ot George Meredit1i;(ilevr Tork:C rles Scribner's
Sons,19l9), pp.6o-61.-See also Janet Ross, The Fourth Generationl RcmdnisoencelLondonlConstable
and Co.,1912)
---3. The E~i.t, p.254.
2 • .!!:! Amazing Marriage, p.449
4. 'IIO'hard Feverel, p.38.
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He does not evade tragedy.
lighten its

burde~

He tries to prevent the unneoessary evil oaused by

abnormal exoesses ot the ego.
drooping

de.ponden~

He attempts to aooept the inevitabte and to

But he tolerates with no good graoe the

ot the hurt soul - "Our closest instruotors, the true

philosophers - the story tellers, in short - will learn in time that Nature i
not ot neoessi ty always roaring, and as soon as they do, the world may be
1
said to be enlightened."
The human raoe should take its full inheritanoe

ot the beauty ot this world.

Clara Middleton, in the midst ot her pain, can

say, "The world has taults, glaciers have orevasses, mountains have ohasmsJ
2
but is not the etteot ot the whole sublime?"
It is Meredith's admiration

ot the earth that gives him his taith, that urges him to apply what he has
found to be good to a oorrection ot that whioh is evil.

This taith helps

to adapt the individual into the sooial and cosmio sohame.
3
writes, "M7 religion ot life is always to be oheertul. 1t

In a le'bter he

The Comio Spirit is an aloof' spirit; Curle calls it the "look of'
4
eternity on time."
As lIeredith oonoeives it, this Spirit is detaohed and
impersonal, yet sympathetio, it is sympathetio 'but not sentimental.

!'he

sympathy is ot a useful kind, f'or in its detaohment trom human passion it
has i t8 origin in mental keenness.

Yet even this kind of' sympathy is an

emotion, the Comio Spirit is guided by a zeal tor progress, using mind as
the pilot.

It DlUst be remembered again that this is )leredi th f s Comio Spirit

- Peaoook's Numbernip is satirio, Shakespeare's Puok is a tease and assists
at the antios of' fools.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frederiok Mayer likens the Spirit in Meredith to

"General Ople and Lad1 Camper," p.306.
The Egoist, p.6S.
~ters, II, p.632.
Riohard R.P.Curle
.2t
)leredi

(London:Geor e Routledge
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1

while W.T. Young compares it to the Greek: c~rus ot
2
Aristophanes, Goldsmith's Chinaman, and the Spectator.
These surely have
the pastoral attitude,

the same conoern tor hU1ll.8llity'. progress, they are impersonal and alert
observers, and they are zealous retol"JllersJ they do not, however, have the
same bubblibg agility in running down error.

Meredith's unique stylistic

methods bave also aided in the process.
It is his literary style, though, which oontuses readers and critios
alike; and they rater to it as his obscureness and eooentrioity.
seaming paradox must be explained.

This

For one thing, he had several talents at

his disposal - he was poet, novelist, dramatist, and oritio.

Dixon Scott

says his lite was one ot essential frustration, beoause he wrote novels to
pay tor the publication ot his po. . and oritioal artioles tor the reviews
.
3
to supplement the inoome from his novel s.
He never wrote a play tor
publication, but among his possessions at his death was an unfinished
oomedy,

~

4

Sentimentalists. Although he preterred writing poetry, he

concentrated his attention on the novel.

It not only helped him earn a

living, which poetr;y did not do, but it served a wider publio tor the diasElDl-

ination ot his dootrine.

He says, "Philosophy is required to :make our human.

nature creditable and aooeptable.

Fiotion implores you to heave a bigger

breast and take her in with this heavenly preservative helpmate, her inspiration and her essenoe."

6

Still, he did not tor sake his other gifts, tor he

2 (continued trom p.62)and Sons, Ltd.,190S), pp.14-l5.
1. Frederick P. Hayer, "George Meredith:an Obsoure Comedian, "Virginia
Quarterlz, 1,(1925), p.410-1l.
2. W.T. Young, "George Meredith, Samuel Butler, George Gissing," Cambridge
HiSto~ ot !!Glish Literature., Vol.XIII, p.446
.
3. In Men 0 Letters, (LeDdon: Hodder and Stoughton, 1916) p.243.
4. Printedin Vol.22 ot the Memorial Edition. See Harley Granville-Barker,
"Some Viotorians Afield: an Essay on Comedy and its Author," f.beatr.
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brQught his poetio, dramatio, and oritical abilities into the novel.·'
Meredith's almost lyrio exuberanoe and his multiplicity of metaphors
proolaim him a poet; his penetrating sharpbess in translating· the thoughts
of the brain through taoial expression, movsaant, and language oonoedehim.

to be a dramatist; his interpretation of life and sooiety' prove him to be a
oritio.

His views as a philosopher have already been given - we nmr turn

our attention to his use of the poetio and the dramatic in his novels.
In the hands of a poet the metaphor is an effeotive instrument of

olarity, and so Meredith intends it to be.

But his fly so swiftly they

pass us by, and they crowd in suoh numbers they obsoure a free view.

Both

in his poems and in his novels, the number and variety of his metaphors have
dazed, rather than instructed the reader; only when the tangled skeins are
unraveled and examined do they perform their primary funotion of clarity.
Meredi th says ot Di8.D& Warwiok. the only novelist in his books, "Metaphors
were her refuge ••• the banished of Eden had to put on metaphors, and the
common use ot them has helped largely to civilize us.

The sluggish of

intelleot despise them. but our oivilization is not muoh indebted 'bo that
1

major taotion."

His tault is that, in spite of his evident purpose to

instruot and appeal to the intelligent. he is DOt above performing monkeytrioks tor his own delight.

He writes to Alioe Maynell, "my opinions, unless

I dress them expressly to amuse
blunt hammerstrokes. If

2

~selt

by making the modern reader gape, are

The following passage trom.2!.!.2.!: ~ Conquerors!

5.( continued trom page.(3) Diana, p.l6
1. Diana, p.23l
J8JlLes MoKechnie. in Meredith's Alle!hry, 2£.oit., says, p.20, "Meredith's
symbolism, on the other hind, is sue as only-t'he world's greatest
master ot metaphor could pr:oduoe."
2."Friendsh1p'. Garland,"
, May 3 1923
.299.
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...hile it is mt really one of his obsoure pieces. is illustrative ot.,his
method in metaphor.

Viotor Radnor. having slipped on a wet pavement;. is

helped to his feet by a man who. in the aot of assistanoe. has dirtied
Radnor's white waistcoat.
tellow'·

Radnor involuntarily exclaims. HOh. oonfound the

and the gathered mob takes offenoe at the ungrateful remark.

After a short altercation in which Radnor attempts to brush away his remark
'With light oondescension. his helper retorts. "And. IJDne of your dam
punctilio."

Bow the word punctilio is a stab to the heart; Keredi th devotes

several paragraphs to the whizzing. searing darts of pain it causes in
Radnor's good opinion of himself •
• •• and very soon he was worrying at punotilio
anew. attempting to read the riddle of the
application of it to himself. angry that he
had allowed it to be the final word. aDd
admitting it a famous word for the clOSing ot
a controversy· it banged the door and rolled
drum·notes; it dea.tened reason. And was it a
London cockney crow-1lOrd ot the day. or a word
that had stuck in the fellow' 8 head from the
perusal of his pothouse newspaper columns?
Furthermore. the plea of a tall. and the
plea of a shock from a fall. required to account
for the triviality of the mind. were humiliating
to him who had neYer hitherto milsed a step. or
owned to the Shortest of collapses. This
oonfession ot deficienc.y in explosive repartee
was an old and rueful one with Victor Radnor.
His godmother Fortune denied him that. She
bestowed it on his friend Fenellen. and little
else. Simeon Fenellan oould clap the halter on
the coltish mob; he had positively caught the
roar of cries and stilled it. by capping the
ories in tum until the people oheered him; and
the effect ot tlIe soene upon Victor Radnor
deposed him to rank the gift of repartee higher
than a certain rosily oratorical 'tha't he was
permi 1:ted 'to teU himselt he polsessed. in
bo'ttle if not on draugh't. Le't i't only be
explosive repartee; the well·tused bomb. the
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bubble to the stone, eoho round the horn.
Fenellanwould have discharged an extinguisher
on punctilio in emission. l

.'

The dramatist has little else to work 'With but his oharacters; they
oreate the atmosphere, reveal themselves, tell the story, and present the
ideas the dramatist wishes to give.

The lcope of the dramatist is limited,

and the events of the story are compressed into what the author feels are
the strikingly important scenes.

It almost seems as if Meredith the novelist

is subject to the same limitations of the stage in regard to the number of
scenes and the use of conversation as a means of infor.mation.

As a oonse-

quence, his narration is very often indirect - oblique.
It is this which, at first glance, proves most annoying.

What can be

more irritating to the curious reader than banishment from many of the
impOrtant and interesting events of' the narrative?
11ke to have aotually met the Great

~

For examplee, we would

in Evan Harrington, tor his effect

on his whole family makes up the story of the book.

Yet the novel opens

with the resplendent: figure of the artful tailor lying quietly in his coffin.
We learn to know Sir Austin Feverel's ruthless experimentation with his son;
it would have been' just as interesting to us to see how this tault in

charaoter drove his wife away into the arms of another lover.
no' denying, however,

There can be

that the material in the books themselves perhaps
\

gives a more thorough and complete picture of the seemingly buried person and
events than it they bad aotually tormed the major portion ot the stories.
Meredith's only interest is in the relationship of persons in society.
The thoughts of persons, outside of writing, are read through conversation,
1•

.2.!! !!. ~

Conquerors, PJl.1-4.
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faoial expression. aotion. These form. the body ot the drama and BlUcti ot
1
Meredith's novels.
He often uses the indirect method ot narration to
secure the maxfmum interpretation ot certain characters.
olew is allowed to slip by.

Hot"the smallest

He foroes it out ot obsourity into the open.

as in Viotor Radnor's obsession with the word punctilio.

A trifling inoident;

serves us to read his whole oharaoter.
In the same way rapid-tire of unadorned coDVersation. as in the drama,

may tell us just as muoh.

In the tollowing soene Sir lfilloughPy courts

Clara by contemplating the brevity of life.

The conversation alone indioates

his ardent love of himself and Clara's sca.rcely-controlled repulsion of that
love.
"If you lose me. Claral"
"But you are strong. Willoughby."
"I may be out oft tomorrow. 11
"Do not talk in such a manner."
"It is as well that it should be faoed."I Oa.mlot see what purpose it serves."
"S~ould you lose me. my love'!'
"Willoughby!" 2
The conversations of minor charaoters are importanb. for the
spectators have a more disinterested viewpoint than the actors of the drama,
espeoially when the latter are standing. unknowing. in the light of the
oblique beam of the comio.

Beauohamp, as a frenzied English patriot issuing

a challenge of war to the whole Frenoh nation. is "too muoh on fire to k:now
3
the taste of absurdity. 11
Eaoh ohapter of Meredith' 8 unfinished story,
The Gentleman of Fifty and the Damsel of Nineteen" gives an individual.
first-person version of the main
story.
1.

probl~

by a different Charaoter of the

r
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Meredith sacrifices balanced organization ot narrative to
the comic character.

~.is

of

He replies to the Rev. George Barnton, "What the

American critic says of the plot is correct.

But I do :cot make a plot.

If

JJf1 characters, as I have them at heart, before I begin on them, were boxed
in a plot, they 'Would soon lose the lines of their features."

Dawson says, "he has never learned the art of simplicity,"

2

1

When W.J.

it is a just

criticism. of Meredith's use of multiple metaphor, or of the construction of
sentence, paragraph, or plot.

But Meredith has some excuse for a lack of

simplici ty in interpreting the comic character, for the latter plaY'S a dual
and sometimes a triple role.

In his dia.gnosis of the il18 of personality

Like Dr. Corney in The Egoist, he has "a. Celtic intelli3
gence for a meaning behind an illogical tongue."

Meredith excels.

Meredith's probiJ:Jgs into the labyrinths of mind, and often his
insertion of oertain Meredithien idiosyncrasies into mind, produces a certain
artificiali ty to the language of his oharacters and further complicates his
4
style. He exouses this complexity by saying "thought is tough."
The thing
which he really seems to have found very tough i8 a comprehensible written
expression of

~

things he wiShed to illuminate.

By these poetic and dramatic devices, then, Meredi tb. plays his oblique

beam upon the comic characters, to reveal thaa in their nakedness to our
startled gaze. Beach ca.118 Meredith's novels "studies in civilization
6
unperfected," and the word "studies" is probably the best designation fer
6
them. At least the novel is of an unusual kind.

H.. Revel 1 Co. 1905

.211
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still a further word may be said ot Meredith's method ot illumtnatiDg
us, his readers. who are other comic oharacters.

In "The Case of General

Ople and Lady Camper," Lady Camper tills the ottice ot the Como Spirit in
]IlUch the same way as Meredith does in his novels.

!he subjeot tor her

instruction is the General. ot whom Meredith says, "He was one of us; no
1

worse, and not strikingly or perilously better."
General Ople has beoome so engrossed in his suit for the hand of Lady
Camper that he tails to notioe his own. daughter's love aftair with Lady
Camper's nephew; even when it is brought to his attention he does nBt
recognize the tact that he is in a position to smoothe away some ot the
diffioulties.
situation.
foibles.

On the other hand, Lady Camper is tully alive to the whole

She likes the General but sternly refuses to oountenance his
Rather than permit the deoay in character she applies the axe to

his egoism..
When he tinally proposes marriage she accepts him with oalc11l.a ting
coolness.

Immediately after her acceptanoe of the fifty-five-year-old

General she reveals her age to be seventh - her rouge. she says, oleverly
concealed her wrinkes.
"honor" is at stake.

The stuDn.ed lover would like to retreat, but his
Shortly atter this, Lady Camper takes an extended tour.

A skill in drawing prompts her to send sketohes trom various points ot her
3 (continued trom p168) The Efoist. p.268.
4 ("
" " ) ~aetter to G.P. Baker (Letters, II, p.399),
Meredith writes, "Concerning style. thought is tough, a.nd dealing with
thought preduoes toughness. Or when strong emotion is in tide against the
aotive mind, there is pertorce contusion."
5 (continued trom. p.68) In ~C.2!!!!2. Spirit .!!! George Meredit}, .2E,.cit.,p.157
6 ("
"
" ) In the same letter to Baker mentioned above-;-1leredith
says, "In the Comedies. and here and there where a conoentrated presentment is in design, you will find a 'pitch t considerably above our common
human- and
osel tor on! in suell a DI8lJIler could 110 much be shown."

TO
journey - but what .ketchesl

They strike terror to her lover's Tery..soul,

for they are all caricatures of himself in various postures of egoism.

One

ot the most typical is a picture of his daughter kneeling on the ground,
1I'eepiDg, near a sentry-box.
the gulf.

Her lOT... torn from her. is galloping toward

The sentry-box, a symbol of Ople's position in society as a

retired a.rmy officer. contains one inhabitant - the General - who "aontem1

plates his largely substantial full-fleshed face and figure in a glass."
The sketohes come thick and fast to perpetually harass our poor hero.
Meredith observes that "Kiobe under the shafts of Diam was hardly less
2
violently and mortally assailed."
the fatal wound is a drawing of the baok
view of himself, bent over in the aot of gardening, an oocupation he

indulged in only when he is not being observed.

The writing man moans, "she

must have sat in an attio to the right view of me."

3

Since misery loves company, he looks about for others unhappily
situated; in so doing, he steps out of his egoiam..
finds herself once more an object of consideration.

His daughter Elizabeth
Lady Camper then returns

and reoapitulates his follies and her part in their correction, and concludes
with "Well, General, you were fond of thinking of yourself, aDd I thought
I would assist you.

I gave you plenty of subjeot-matter."

4

.

She relieves

his mind by revealing her real age to be fori;y-one, and later aotually
marries him, for "she had not been blissful in her first marriage; she bad
abandoned the chase of an ideal man, and she had found one who was tuneable
6
so a8 not to offend her ears."
1. (continued from p.S9) In Short Stories, p.2ST.
1. p.29T
4. p.3l2
2. p.300
6. p.315.
3. p.300
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Meredith. like Lady Camper. gives the reader -plenty of

subje~-matter"

_inoreasing number s of word-piotures showing varioUl degrees of egoism.. from.
the simply amusing to the stark tragic.

He:l,s not really sat-irical. for

true satire has its origin in oontempt. but he leans in that direction more
than once.

If he hurts. he is merely employing the knife of a surgeon·-

painful perhaps. but with the primary intention .of healing.
is the first sign of recovery.

Comic laughter

Meredith advises that it "they are in a comio

situation. as affectionate couples must be when they quarrel. they would not
wait ••• to bring baok the flood-tide of tender feelings. that they should
join hands and lips."

1

For a wound to heal. there must be good blood; for a oorrection of
folly there must be intelligenoe.

Matey W8)tburn in

~

Ormont distinguishes

two methods of oorreotion - "If they' had heads to understand. I would try

them at their heads.

otherwise they are the better••• for a little hostile
2
exercise of their fists.In regard to the latter method he oites what is

undoubtedly a reference to the French Revolutionl
You see. human nature comes round. again.
try as we may to upset it. and the Frenoh only
differ fran us in wading through blood to
discover that they are at their old trioks once
more; "I am your equal. sir your born equal.
Ohl you are a man of letterd AlloW' me to be
in a bubble about youl"3
It is evident that he feels Englam as a nation to have a head.

It

can. usually settle its problems through deliberation and compromise (the
better and more enduring way).

Yet. regardless of the method. crises are

emerging movement. towards progress.

p.41.

Satisfaotion with existing conditions
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slows the oirculation and dulls initiative - "all these parsons and ~dges
and mobcaps insist upon oontormity••• Yet we know' !'rom history, in England,
Fl"Sl'J.ee, Germany', that the time of llOncontormi ty" brought out the mat1ilood
1

of the nation. It

He admits, though he negleots to _phasise, that there

must be a fair degree of stabilization in sooiety" before these energizing
movements oan have telling effeot.
Meredith' 8 purpose in writing is to jolt the complaoent as well as to
calm the extravagant.

His Comic Spirit ·proposes the correcting of pre-

tentiousness, of inflation, ot dullness, and of the vestiges ot rawness and
grossness to be tound amohg us."

2

The question whether Meredith has aocomplished this aim haa been
considered in part in this chapter in regard to his method and style.
Further considerations respecting the validity of his psychology, the
critical reoeption of hia philosophy ot the oomic and the oorreotive value

at the Comic Spirit, must be lett, in the next ohapter,
critios.

to his readers and

CHAPTER V
THE PRESENT CRITICAL VALUE OF
GEORGE MEREDIrH'S CONCEPTION OF THE
COMIC

ot all problems in present-day literary criticism which seems
bewilderingly unsettled. that ot Meredith's admission tnto the realm ot the
great raains paramount.

Joseph Warren Beach. who has retained an interest

in Meredith over a period ot several years and who has veered trom several

ot his tormer opinions, tells us that there is plenty ot occasion tor
Meredith: studies, tor he is still one of the most questionable shapes 8lIIODg
1
all the major figures ot nineteenth ctntury England.
There is no doubt
that Meredith is extrElllle1y mercurial; the substance appears bright. but an
attempt; to examine it sends the volatile stuff slipping and sliding into
invisibili ty.

Some critics. like Virginia Woolf. prefer to sidetraok the

issue by concluding that we are neither near enough to be under his spell
nor tar enough to see him in proportion.

2

At all events. Meredith mast be considered solely as a comio artist.
Was he fitted for the task?

To what degree has he suoceeded?

T.o what

extent has he failed. tor it is a faot that he is read very little.
We have already seen that he

1I8.S

well-eDdowed with a natural girt for

laughter which he applied to easing the tragedy of human lite.

Critios are

inclined to believe that his perception of his own faults in charaoter
caused him to be espeoially sensitive in deteoting the same human weaknesses
73
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in others.

One of his biographers, Robert E. Sencourt, lists the tollcnrlng

as his outstanding faultsl his snobbishness in ohildhood, a love of"show1ngoff," a quarrel with his feokless father, his refusal to Tiai t his first
wife on her deathbed, his negleot ot his Bon Arthur after his second
marriage, and his working for a Tory newspaper when he held Liberal Tiews.

1

From these and other faots, John B. Priestley concludes that Meredith was
not a great man.

Yet William, Meredith's son, has stated publicly that the
2
biographical facts which Priestley cites are not all correct.
In addition,
R.E. G. George also charges that Priestley- haa refused to acoept some of
William Meredith's biographical oorreotions and that he has evenmisinterpreted some of the tacts so as to tit his theory- that Meredith himself can
3
be illuminated by his own "oblique light."
Other ameliorating oircumstanoes
have been given by such friends of Meredith as William Hardman and Lady
Butoher, who knew lI18llY of the hidden tacts of his lite.

As far as the bio-

graphioal facts are concerned, then, we are led to believe that the whole
4:
story has not been told.
1 (continued from p.73) Joseph W. Beaoh, in a review on Gretton's book, The
Writings and Life of George Meredith, In M.L.X., XLII, (1921). p.117-;-2 (oontinued from p.73) In !lie Second CODDO.n Reader, (New York: Harcourt
Brace and Co., 1932), p:256.
1 In The Life of George Meredith, (New York: Charles Soribner's Sons, 1929).
2 In i"letter to the editor of r.L.S., July- 1, 1926, p.448.
3 In "George Meredith: a Vindioation," Fortnightly Review, CXXIX (1928),
p.185, 191.
4: R.E.G.George, in his "Vindicaticn," say-s that Alice, Ellen Meredith's
daughter by her first marriage, is still living. S.ll. Ellis, in
The Letters and Memoirs of Sir William Hardman, p.196, says that
after Ellen ran away- With~artist wallis, there was an illegitimate
son Harold, later Felix. Both he and Alice, with their desoendants,
would be hurt by' any publioity in regard to Ellen.
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Yet Priestleyts premise, even if arrived at by dubious means, ha's the
SUPP01~

of others, including Yeats and Maurois.

They believe that Meredibh's

recognition of his own egoistic nature accounts for his genius in portraying
the egoism of his fellows.
~~eredi th

Maurois says, " ••• it might be true to say:

pilloried the egoist because he was himself an egoist, and Meredith

ceased to be an egoist because he had writ ben
re-fashion his character by his works and

~

ve~y

EgOist •• Meredith tried to

nearly succeeded."

2

Meredi th' s Psychology
Another piece of equipment necessary for an artist who occupies himself
with the dissection of human nature is his keenness of psychological interprotation.

In this he is said to have antodabed many of the eminent psychol-

ogists of the present day, both in the professional and in the literary
fields.
Sex egoism is the link between Meredith and Sigmund Freud.

In The

Tragic Comedians, Alvan the Jew is determined that before he marries the
Gentile, Clotilde, he will override all the social contempt shown his race by
Clotilda's parents and friends.

Instead of accepting her freely offered

love, he hwniliatas her by his delay and cools the ardor of her pledge by
the fantastic "proving" of his genius.
fatal

·t:;e~.mina tion

o:f a duel.

In

~

His vagaries finally lead to the

Egois t, Meredith rightly says, "The

love season is the carnival of egoi~1."3 We have already seen how Diana's
lov'o for Percy Dacier shows itsel:f in a false pride, which seeks to hide the
existence of debt incurred in his behalf. When the debt becomes too
1 •.Andre Ma~ois,Aspects ~ Biography, (Cambridge:Univarsity Press,1929),p.80

2.Ibid., p.lll
3.jj):[,d•• p.110
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oppressive and she desperately sells Percyts polil;ioal secret, she &fers
Daoier's repudiation of her love.
The link between Alfred Adler and Meredith is the belief that egoism
is an unconscious effort to camouflage an inferiority complex.

Meredith's

studies in this connection have been cited in Chapter III under A Masking

2!.

Derea"1; and A Masking of

Inferi~rity.

Here, sex egoism is enlarged to

include much of' the general social soene.

Adler goes beyond Meredith in

showing that egoism frequently masks physical as well as social inferiority,
a fact which is unnoticed by Meredith, who is usually preocoupied .vith his
blooming specimens of health.
It is only occasionally th.a t Meredith's stories exhibit psychological
flaws.

Lord Fleetwood's dying in a monastery in six months as the result of

his austeri"l;ies shoVTs a bigoted obsession with the idea that starved
emotion tends to\vnrd physical decay.

General Ople's acceptance of Lady

Camper's meroiless flaying of his faults is worthy of a saint's crown of
martyrdom.

It is not olear, though, that Richard's desertion of Lucy is a

psychological flaw.

Richard's unusual rearing has caused a physical and

mental abnormality; it is a case of the dam breaking to release turbulent
flood V'mters.
Mrs. Gretton says that Meredith does not see the necessity of insisting
that a capacity for emotion is the very basis of human equipment.

There is

no reason for his insistence on what he considers a natural possession.

He

does not shun the importance of controlling emotion or of the hypooritical
forcing of false emotion - sentimenta.lity; for, as a Comio Spinl;, he sees
excesses drown reason and result in comedy.
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C.E.M. Joad has said that modern psychologists like Freud,

and

Jun~.

Adler, and modern writers like Huxley and Lawrence have combined to sow
1

distrust of reason and to

pr~sent

it as a tool of the unconscious.

But it

is not reason that is the tool of the unconscious - it is a reason warped by
emotion.

Modern psychoanalysis attempts to bring the error of the uncon-

scious to the conscious, whioh only means a dispassionate purging of error
by the pure prowess of the intellect.

Meredith's Comic Spirit attempts to

bring the fault of reason blinded by the passion of egoism to the common
sense of the mind.

The processes are the srune; only the language is differ-

ent.
~

Reception

2£. hi s

The next question is whether
logically acceptable.

Comic Philos ophy

l~ereditht

s conception of the comic is

As has been often indicated, the totality of his

philosophy is incorporated under the banner of the Comio Spirit.

Let us say,

rather, that he oombined the jarring elements of seemingly opposed philosophies to for.n a single harmonious one of his own, a feat of arurlrable ingenui ty.

If a Vi c·corian compromis e is anywhere to be found it is in Merediih

philosophy.

Nora Solum points out that, even now, there has been no

reconciliation between a philosophy of reason, represented by Mill, and a
philosophy of intuition, represented by Carlyle; the controversy is still
being waged by the Pragmatists, modernists, and fundamentalists.
But Meredith effected such a reconciliation.

2

Scientists must approve

his acceptance of the theory of the non-annihilation of ma:tear and its
1. In Return to Philosophy, (New York:E.P.Dutton and Co.,1936), p.119.
2. Nora Olava"""'S"olum., conscious. Intallihence as an Element ~ ~ Works of
Meredith and Hard, Univers1ty of C cago~starfs Thesis
.4
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continual change in form for the evolution of the earth;

religionis.~

can

have no quarrel with his fundamental doctrine of brotherly love and serviee
for

~~ind.

into one.

He bas eombined these two apparently irreconcilable doctrines

To Meredith, Nature is the Universe, a Universe composed of

progressive elements.

The power behind spiritual evolution is man, whose

privilege it is to set the natural foroes in motion towards progress.
Human service, the source of all virtue and morality, is basic foroe.

The

supreme confidenoe he shows in his philosophy proves puzzling even to his
opponents - Leonard Woolf says in a kind of wonder, "To m.e the philosophy
underlying the poems and preaohed by or implicit in the novels, particularly
all the stuff about Nature, with a large N, is bunkum•••• bu-t; I accept it
1

partly beoause ••• it seems to be a reasonable kind of bunkum."

Until our

knowledge of the ultimate source and end of destiny beoomes more explioit,
though, Meredith's view is bound to have vitalitYe
Charles Tenney says that among English men of letters Meredith is
rated, almost alone, as a profound original thinker by professional philosophers; his philosophy is classical in its moderation and catholicism and
2

modern in its positivistio adherence to earth.

But his real originality

lies in his theory of comedy and the uses of his Comic Spirit.

This has

been his greatest attrao'l:;ion to modern philosophy.
For a long time comedy was ohiefly the prerogative of literature;
and in literature, of the drama.

Meredith enlarged its scope by assisting

1. In "George Meredith" in Nation and Athenaeum, XXXIX, (1926), p.323.
2. In "Rose Pink, etc.," Op.~., p.409.
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in its recognition by philosophy proper, and by introducing it to
non-dramatic literary medimu, the novel.

a~argely

James Sully oommands his work by

saying, "The oombination of a fine feeling for the baftling behavior of
this spirit with a keen soientifio analysis, such as is found in Mr. George
~,feredith I

s "Essay on Comedy" seems to be a rarity in l i terature. "

I
In

Chapter IV some account of the evidenoe of Meredith's native inclination
toward comedy and laughter has been given.
nothing else, would confirm that.

The style of his writing, if

But how has his scientific analysis been

reoeived by oritics?
Jean Paul Riohter's theory is that oomedy contains a double contrast.
The first is the objective comic oircumstances; the seoond, the subjeotive
peroeption of these objeotive oomic oiroumstanoes.

2

But Meredith knows

that the objeotive oontrast is comedy whether the mind perceives it or not.
Very often the objective contrast never lodges in the mind - it is the aim
of the Comic Spirit to direot it there.

A pistol may be fired; the sound

exists; but unless the sound is trrulsmitted through a normal ear-drum to the
nonaal brain of a person, or indireotly by wireless, the sound is not heard.
Meredith appreoiates the difficulties under whioh the Comic Spirit struggles
in order to be heard.
It was only two years atter l'&eredith's death that Bergson brought out
his Laughter: !:!! Essay

~ ~

Meaning

2£ ~

Comio.

Its close resemblanoe

to Meredith's essay is startling.

Better still, it is simpler, olearer,

and devoid of poetio exuberanoe.

Louise Mathewson, in oomparing the two,

1. ~ Essay 2.!! Laughter, (New York: Longmans.Green, and Co.,1902). p.4
2. In "Vorsohule der Aesthetik." Vol.IV of the Werke,(Leipzig:Bibliographisohes Instltut, No date), pp.l6l-62.
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shows that they agree on

~NO

fundamental points: the appeal o£

the intellect, and the oorrection of folly as the primary aim.

oome~

to

She goes

on to say that Meredith's novels, more satisfaotorily than any English
oomedy, illustrate Bergson's theory of the comic.

1

Some of them do,

oertainly, but only beoause Meredith's novels illustrate his own theory
of the comio and because Bergson has used part of Meredith's theory.
Bergson falls short of Meredith in at

leas~

two propositions.

First,

he says the comic person is comic in proportion to his ignorance of himself.
This ignorance may make a person more amuning or more pathetio to the
spectator, but the essential oomedy does not inorease thereby.

Meredith

desires to shcnv the oomic oharacter that he is in a comic position; this
l:nowledge may lead either to a cessation or a continuance of comedy, as
the case may be.

Second, he says:

Vfuat life and society require of each
of us is a constantly alert attention ~hat'discerns
the outlines of the present situation, together
with a certain elasticity of mind and body to
enable us to adapt ourselves in consequence •••
The rigidity is the comic, and laughter is its
correotive ••• Here I would point out, as a symptom
equally worthy of notice, the absence ~ feelings
whiCh usually accompanies laughter.2
Bergson's use of the tems "rigidity" and "elasticity" is pertinent in
connection with one type of

co~c

Character, but it excludes others.

fits the type mentioned in Chapter III under

~ Position~

If

Supremacy.

Sir Willoughby Patterne's very name indicates the rigidity of the pattern of
his etoistic nind, and Sir

Aus·~in.

Feverel t s system is as rigid as a triangle.

1. louise :Mathewson" "Bergson's Theory of the Comic in the Light of English
Comedy, "Universi -t:Y: 2! Nebraska Studies ~ Language"Literature,~
Criticism, No.5. Lincoln, 1920, p.21.
2. Eenri Bergson" Laughter: ~ Essay ~ the Meaning ::!.. ~ Comic,(London:
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These, though, are the mortally-diseased egois·ts, practioally past 'lthe cure
of the Comic Spirit.

To Meredith, the degree of rigidity must not be so

scute if social regeneration is to occur, for elasticity is hard to produce
in inelastic t:J.aterial.

Moreover, some of Meredith's comic oharacters are

too elastic, such as Riohmond Roy and the Countess de Saldar.

In these,

the Comic Spirit attempts, somewhat futilely, to starch the extreme pliability of their natures.

Even if we consider

"rigidit~"

to mean a state of

egoism, much of the energy of the comic characters is focused upon elast.io
schemes of maintaining the oomedy.

Last, Bergson's term, "the absence of

feeling," is not strictly in accord with Meredith, whose ideal is "the
richer laugh of heart and mind in one."
In 1902,

J~es

Sully brought out

1

~

Essay

~

Laughter, which Willard

Smith rates as "the most thorough and inclusive book on the subject in our
language."

2

In it are summarized all the previous theories of comedy and

laughter, whether of physioal or mental origin, or both.

Here we get the

true perspective of Meredith' a view, to whioh Sully gives praise.

Here he

merely repeats Meredith when he says oomic laughter is difficult of conception because it is a laughter of the mind or intelligence - a laughter that
is slightly or not at all visible on the face, a . laughter that is excluo.ed
from the popular category.

3

This latter admission is the clue to one

important reason why Meredith is not popular.

In general, readers have not

understood his unusual extension of his term comedy to include evon the
direst tragedy, his Comic Spirit to include mental discovery of comedy, and
2 (continued from p.79) Macmillan and Co., 1911), pp.4,18-2l.
1. "Essay on Comedy," p.50
2. In The Nature of Comedy, (Boston: Riohard Badger,1930), p.7l.
3. J~esSully,~Essay 2!! Laughter, (New YorbLongrnans,Green,&Co.,1902) pl09
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his laughter to embrace mental exhilaration resultant upon

t~~t

diseovery.

We seem. to like our mental concepts served as separate di shes; for comedy
to beoome congruent with much of the
the boundaries of each.
considered as figurative.

territo~J

of tragedy seems to obsoure

Meredith's ohoioe of the term "laughter" must be
The shook which brings on physioo,l laughter has

its counterpart in the brain.

Since the sudden thrilling intelligence of

the mind is similar to the shock of physice.l laughter, he gives it the
name of mental laughter.
stood.

On no one point has Merodith been more roisunder-

The idea 1s not easily assimilated, although in many of his poems

and novels, chiefly in his "Essay" and in ~ Shaving

2£

Shagpat, he has

reiterated the fact over and over again.
For example, Paul Weiss in "A Theory of the Comic", either does nO"1:;
recognize or will not aQrnit Meredith's theory that laughter may exist
behind an impassive countenance.

He says our difficulty is the failure to

separate the oomic from laughter situations; laughter arises sometimes in
1
non-oomic situations, and the oomic is not always laughed at.
Henry Myers
in "The Analysis of Laughter" is annoyed by the gravity of laughter.

He

remrks that in regard to "these super-refined theories of comic laughter,
••• there is always the evan greater danger of accepting the intellectual
postmortem in place of the living spirit of laughter, the danger involved
in taking laughter so
2
left."

seriousl~

that at the end there is nothing laughable

Literary critics have experienced the same difficulty, Bernard Shaw
3
and Louise Mathewson in regard to Mareo. th f s phras e, 11 silvery laughter."
1. In Open Court, XL, (1926), p.280
3. See the Prefaoe of this thesis,
2. In Sewanee Review, XLIII, (1935). p.454. p.i
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As we have seen, Meredith means here the piercing brightness of tha-'m.ente.l
perception of comedy.

Shaw asks, "Is it clear that the Cornie Spirit would

break into silvery laughter if vie saw 8.11 the nineteenth century has to shm;
There is Ibsen ••• he is not laoking ••• in the
1
Comic Spirit; yet his laughter does not sound very silvery, does it?"

it beneath the veneer?

Miss Mathevvson loses sight of the essential purpose of Meredith's Comio
Spirit when she says the silvery laughter is not given to all - ~e may
wi thdraw to a cosmio watoh tower and laugh criticr.;.lly at mortal fumblings;

or we may feel our kinship with foolish man and laugh sympathetically at
2
our common blunders."
But Meredith indicates in his "Essay" that the
sympathetic laugh at our common blunders may be just as silvery as the
detached and critical laugh at mortal folly.
The latest extensive study of the oomic Seems to be Willard Smith's
3
The Nature of Comedy, published in 1930.
After comnenting ohiefly on
Meredith, Bergson, and Sully, he gives r.is o'lm interpretation.

It is sig-

nificant that while he disc(lrds much of Bergson - for instance, in saying
4
"intellectual rigidity is not in itself laughable" - he oonsiders Meredith's
essay to hold "a high and distinctive plaoe in the theory of comedy •••
Most of the recent philosophers and psychologists refer to it as a brilliant
5
but superficial treatment of the subject."

1. George Bernard Shaw, "lvl:eredi th and Comedy," Drama tic Opinions ~ Essays,
Vol.II, p.225
2. Mathewson, Dp.cit., p.lO
3. There are many recent short articles on the subjeot, among which might be
mentioned John Elof Boodin, "Divine Laughter," Hibbert Journal,July,1934,
pp.572-84; E.F.Carritt, "A Theory of the Ludicrous," Hibbert Journal,
July, 1928, p.552; and Julius Vexler, "The Essenoe of Comedy," Sewanee
Review, July, 1935, pp.292-310.
4. Smith, The Nature of Comedy, (Boston: Richard Badger,1930) p.60
5. ~., p.ll
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Smi th' s ohoice of the word "superficial" is unfortunate, for
theory of oomedy is deeply profound.

M~redi~h' s

It is limited, it is true, to mental

laughter; but mental laughter has never had such a thorough, intensive, and
widespread appliontion.

What Smith offers as his own contribution is

nothing more or less than Meredith's own finding translated into

mode~ll

psychologioal tenus:
I look upon comic laughter as a physiological
phenomenon with a psychio e.nteoedent. The psyohic
antecedent is the contrast betvJoen a perception
and an image. Frequently, this contrast takes the
form of a disproportion between an end and the means
by which the attainment is sought.l
When we read this, and Bergson's accoUnt of "rigidity" and "elasticity"
we

se~

to hear the coldly soientific pronounoeoents of Sir Austin Feverel.

If we oompare these with Meredithfs humanely malign Spirit, oasting its

oblique light and bursting into volleys of silvery laughter, we feel that
the Spirit of Comedy has lost muoh of its vivacious, poetio essenoe by
being strait-jaoketed into the oonfines of pure psyohology.

Still, these

studies, and many others, have simplified for many the complexity ot
l;!oredi th' s interpretation.
The Correotive Value of his Doctrine
Some of Meredith's critics take exception to the corrective value of
his doctrine, a fact which he strongly emphasizes in his essay.

J.B.

Priestley thinks that Meredith plaoes too much insistenoe on purely
corrective tendenoies - "The trouble is that subtle Comedy, throwing egoimn
and its antics into high relief, will provide us with a heal thy and mirthful
1. Willard Smith,_

~.~.,

p.63
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spectaclE;, but i t will leave its victims exactly as it found them, ..nth not
1
a shadow flitting across their self-este~."
2
Since we have such contrary evidence as that of Stevenson and Weygandt,
and such evidence as Meredith's indirect confession of his own folly in
3
his novels and in his poem ''Modern Love," we cannot entirely accept
Priestleyts statement.

In the novels, there is little shadow flitting

across the self-esteem of Sir Willoughby, Sir Austin Fevorel, Richmond Roy,
or Countess de Saldar, but even they are not wholly graceless.

If individual

egoism· is the original sin of humani "by, the failure of redemption of our
comic natures would mean an overthrow of civilization.
Miss Mathewson modifies Priestleyls extreme view by saying, "The task
laid upon comedy is too heavy••• The great mass of foolish people must go
uncorrected. ,,4

Both Miss Mathewson and Priestley forget that Meredith

places no task on comedy itself, but on the Comic Spirit in detecting comedy.
Meredith would agree that the gains of the Comic Spirit are relatively
sms.ll, but that the results of such gains have a far-reaching influence for
good.

He says, "And to love Comedy you must know the real world, and knoW'

men and women well enough not to expect too much of them, though you may
5
still hope for good. n
It has been shown in Chapter IV how his novels bear
out this opinion.

Smith sernns to miss Meredith's main intention in several

of his statements:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Jolm B. Priestley, George Meredith, (New York: Macmillan Co. ,1926) ,p.118
See p.IO of this thesis.
In Poems, p.3
Mathewson, 2f.~., p.2l
"Essay on Comedy," p.23.
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Comedy conoerns i tsel!' principally with
.'
the issues of conduct in their sooie.1 significance •• 2 •• Comedy at best can acldeve no
social regeneration. It can only restre.in from
viae indirectly by generating the fear of being
ridiculous .. 3 •• I grant the correotive tendency
of oomic I au ghtel' , a1 though I rega.rd it as an
aoquired and not an inns.te attribute of the
Comic spirit.4
Inspiring the fear of ridioule is not the work of Meredith's Comic Spirit.
His purpose is to convinoe the comic character that his actions

to his own ideals in regard to concord in oivilized society.

B..re

opposed

He sees, too,

that the fear of ridicule is largely responsible for much of the comedy in
the world.

Willoughby's fear that it will becoJ:le

knOVin

he has been twice

jil ted moves him to swift and unceasing battle to gain the consent of the
second-rate Laetitia Dale to marriage.

Furthermore, the Comic Spirit in

itself acquires no a'ctributes ; it is inherent in the na.ture of man.

The

comic oharaoter may acquire the attributes of the Comic Spirit and its gift
of laughter, which lie within him.

Children,

sava~es,

idiots, and other

mentally immature persons possess very little sooial oonsciousness.

In-

creasing mental power would increase the power of the Comic Spirit, and the
Comic Spirit will operate suocessfully when there is no intrusion of personal
passion.

In conclusion, from a consideration of the facts presented in this
chapter and the latter part of the preoeding ohapter, we can say that
critical opinion of the present day, in spite of its unwillingness to tur.n
2. Willard Smith,

3. Ibid., p.82.
4. Ibic.., p.55

.2E..~.,

p.167
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its attention to Meredith, especis.lly in regard to an analy'Sis of hfs
genius, has a tendency to regard him favorably on almost all counts that
relate to his mente.l equipment.
This equipment includes a turning of his ne-bal love of laughter to
acute psychological interpretation of hmmrun character, and the validity of
his conception of the comic and its sommvhat complex uses.
Meredith's great fault, as almost universally interpreted, is the
imposing of his own personal self everywhere in his works, espeoially in
his literary style.
~visted,

This includes a lack of organization and an artificial,

and at times obscure atmosphere of persons, language, and scene.

But in a peculiar way, these very faults give rise to his real genius a tugh quality of comic lyricism infused in the serious ideals of a civilized
world.

CHAPmR VI
All ESTDlA.TE. OF mE VALUE OF MEREDIfi'S

LITERARY REPUTATION
The I:af'l.ueD.ee of )ds Life aU

PersoJllLlit:r

OD.

His Work

IJl his 'WOrks we fb'the .J.ues to the Gauae 8lld the liaitatioa

Meredith'. gwus.

Be .appears tirst as

all

ot

oBly ehilclJ solitary, high-

spin te4, intelligeat, under the oare ot a w:t4ower-.father.

1

As Harry

Riehlllo:a4, he i_ delude( by the ohara aU. tantast!e soh.es of an OTerillclalga.t pareG; as Riehard FO'erel, he is aeeeiTed i:a the wiadoa ot a
father's love 8lI.d. proteotioL

2

The whole sto17 ot

!!!:! HarriD.gtoa

is a

eoatessioll of the desperate e£.forts of his 01lII. tailor-family to bury ita
3
lowly origia and of the vaoillationsfor u4 agai:a.st this CODllDOD. a.iIa iD.
the lIiad of the young Evu..

The same th8ll.e is played ill a JIi:a.or key i1'l

Sandra BelloJli.
)(gah of his trouble is the laok of normal. GOlI.pardoDship of his
duriBg his boyhood.

OWJI.

age

His aloofness. is clue to a pricie i1'l superior iD.telleet·

aad to .,nataD.t assooiation nth interferiag elders.

At tile age of faune . .

1. Steward. K.El11_, a seooluloousia of the author, says in Geoffe Kereditlu
hi s Life ad Fri8Jl4s ill Relation to his Work (London: Grant
.hards ,Ltl. ,
Mor;p'.rr-thit KereCIrth was in aqUi'irelsOlI.e relatiouhip ia the family
airele, whieh felt DO understanding for the ahild'. peouliarity.
2. Edward Clo(tI in -George 14eredith: Some Reoolle.tiou,· ~•. elt., p.20,
quotes Meredith as sa;yiBg, "Vy father lived to be seYeJitY-1lTe. He was a
lII1ddler aad· a fool.·
3. III the Altschul Colle.otio., .2f.eit., pp.80-81. Augustus Meretitll. the
father, is ql10tea as s~upon.theappea.ranoe.of. 'Evalu "I am very sore
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he breaks away 1"roa their 4mtt.ation by goag to school at N'euwied, ~llY,
where he raaailts
govens his life.
literature.

-no

years.

Fro. that tiae Oll,

lie starts the

stuq

aJI.

in«epadenoe ot spirit

of la" but soon abaDdolls it tor

Like Riohard Fsyeral, his suddea iJlmsrsioll into the f'lood-wate

of sooiety .prove both clelightful aa4. ti.sastrous.

1I1s gift of laughter aDA

his iatelleetual wit gaill tor hila a quiok popalarity.

But his 1IOef'\1l

!au

of preparation for the reoiprooal obligations of sooial ilttereourse leave
hill. D8ladjusted. oblivious to the secret of mutual OOlI.promise.

1I1s

difficulties with wife. father, son, &Jld frieds probablY' have their
fOlDldatiOll here.
Similar to Diaaa and Cariathia, his first marriage is a serious mistake.
Like CariJlthia, the real oaalatr of the union is the disooTerr of degeaeraey
in his wedded part.er.

1

At any rate, the combination of two i:d.omitable

wills wreaks havoo; the sad story is reoorded in his 80Jl.I1et-sequenoe,
"JIoden Love.· )[eredith is oae with Diaaa ill his rehaal to vis1't a q1ag
2

mate bI.

Ul

eventual happiness in a seoou marriage.

Although he early assWlles .a d8ll1Ooratio aaclllOrlcl-inolus1ve philosophy.
he oaauot quite throw off aa aoquired fastidiousness.
oalls bill. ... sort of claintUy 4ressed Walt Whitman. If

3

Ohesterto. aoourate17
Both Wld tMa aa4

Stevenson (who is the prototype of Gower Wooueer, the nature philosopher ill
4
are real damoo.rats 1a the sellSe that they- have a
The Amazing Marriage)
3(o8ntinued fram p.88) about it, I am pained beyolld expression, as I
consider it ai.ed at ~selfaacl am sorr, to saY' the writer 18 rq 0WlIl SOll. If
1. Clodcl quotes Meredith ill his "George Meredith,. Soae lteoolleotiolls, If ~.
oit., p.2ls ·Peaoook' 8 wite beoame maA, aU .80 'there was a tail,. tali"t.·
Jlered! th'. first wite Ellen was Peaoook' 8 daughter.
2. Willi. . Hardaa .says ill. Elli8' S !he Letters aad lIaa.ories of Sir Wil11...
lIard:Mn, 0 • oit.., p.197, If I . . sur; he will i8"ke her {Mereii.W s 8eoou

genui:aely persoul interest 1a eaeh oae ot the totaliV of mu.a.i V; SOo.
or bad,

rio or poor, orude or ren.ed. From ma.ny ot "-he distastetul

teatures ot lite Meredith's Datuzts. although not his ld.l14, reooil..
dual eharaoter is otte. puzzlhtg.

fhis

Voreover, it makes the universal1ty ot

his philosophy le88 ooDVinoillg.

He praises the neat ot hone..- labor,

1

but he woulcl rather engage 1.

the mre g_teel exeroiae ot long wa.lks or morning "dips.· In Rhoda FlamiDg
he adva_tea pleaty ot gooa. beet aU bread tor the builtiJIg ot stout bodies;
a m.eet}" ia choioe ot "elioate toods and wines is reoorde4 b7 his triads
Wiltred Meynell, Willi. . HardmaD., • • lady But.her.

He ola1Ju that good.

oharaater is the greatest ela.en.t ot b.uma.1t progre8s J why does he so nitt;ly
prOJt.OWlH judgma.t ia his stat_eu to Ar\;hur Olodd: "I never met BorrOW'J
2
his laek ot maanera -..uld have repelle. me.·

BmJ Wiagt1el ..-Stratfor4 says Xerecii th i».vated
1;0

reneot bis

010l

brillianq.

3

aa upper-olas. 80oiet7

As a Viotor1u. o£ the Jbaglish llieldle-el..s8

he tloes show aa Ulldue "esire to attraot the ere_ ot soaiety.

He i. not

happy aless he ia moving ia the chosa ocapaDy.ot hi • •reatioJls, the
compay ot

aD..

iateUeotual aristocraoy.

He makes olear, however, that the

2. (oontinued trom. p.89) wite, Marie) a good husband.

lD&s91..,....·

He was lI8.rried betore,

-

he is goiJIg to
3. (continued trQii. p.
Gilbert K.Chesterton, The Viotoriaa !l! ill Li terature, (Lonclonl Thornton lbttenrorth, Ltd., llSi'), p.l"
4. (cont1llued trOD.. p189) Oll page 99, Woodseer deolares that no strangers
exist OD earth.
1. In The Alaasillg 1Iarriife, p.111, Lord Fleetwood obserYes, "the dirty
sweitirs are nearer
e angels tor 01 eanliness , thaD. m.y Lord aad Lady'
Sy-badte out ot a bath. ill ohemioal soents.·
2. Olodd, Op ••it., p.25
3. Ia The VfeiO'riaa SUJ'l8et, (Londoll.: George Routledge and SODB,Lt4.,1932)

p.2IT.'
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worhb.y representatiTe of that oirole keep. level wi thBarth &ad its 1....s;
he does .ot ofta fiBel the aristoorat worthy of hi. positioD. as i:a the oase

ot Lora Fleetwood and his .trieada. I:a thill sort of expose he- aselaes a
1

Jdddle-olase luperiorit)r.

Usually he searohes elsewhere tor the CJhilcl ot

nature, like CariBthia. Sandra. or Crossjay PatterD8, whose beauty ot
oharaoter invest ttl. with Datural graee aad whose ignoranoe of the sooial
seDities

nee4~

oJll.y polishing.

He wishes to combille the cultural heritage

ot aa aristoora07 ia sooietT with the .tree sturdine.ss ot

a:a ariatooraoy of

nature.
ETerytllillg 11lU8t be ot the best.

He shows us his preterenoe tor the

healthy, the stroJlg, the intelleotual. •.the wltured.
eanest17 ill sooial pro.gres8.as the greatest good.
4oveta1l.

Yet he belieTes lIOst
Here some pieoes do not

The worl«'s leaders are oertaiBl7 the .ost vital, but the vitali

is :act De.essaril7 general. World ]eacters are DOt always physioally stroDg
8llcl are :act a1:wa7s courteous, bea.utitul, or )'OUDg.

progress through selfishness aacl egoi. .;

SOlH

So. . mA'1'

eT_

lIeeare

ot interior 1:atelleet -'7

suocee. iihrough habits of industry and persttYeranoe where others tail.
lleredi th asSUlUS .gland to be the l.e&tler ot _t10:as.

Be realises that

aa over-oont!deDOe -"I lead to defeat, and he issues proper wandng, but he
evi• •t17 teels that England's errors are more easi17 e:x:cusecl beeause she 1.

blaaiag • • trails 11 higher o1v11isatioll.

I:a sttYeral of his books,

espeoiallT ill £!!! !!! _8&...,'1'0--.&, he O8JIl1Ot co.oeal 1'11s adlliration tor the Iri.h
1. In his eS.&7, Meredith olabu that the JlilicUe-olass lI8ke the JIOst aoute
and balaneed obserYers.
On page 12 he 8&78, aA simp17 bourgeoi8 oirole will Bot turaish it, tor
the lIicldle ol..ss "8t haYe the brilliant. flippant, independent upper for
8. spur aad 8. patter&.·
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anel Welsh (tr_ whiob. he baa sprung) or their telioltou8, blencU.ag lIi)h the
JIOre ieliberate Saxon.

O.oasioaall7 he does ada! t that "!he Eaglishlaa
1

haa aa i a18l:ld J8illd, &lUI wha he t • Ollt ot it he t s at sea."
eva. tod

Kere41 th i. aot

ot putting out 1» sea., for when his son Arthur is of'tered a poat

in Chiu the father does DOt preas the lIa:t;her, but writes,"I felt it would

be repupaat to you to spend your lite in China, where the olillate i8 bar.,
2
sooiev hom., lite soaroe17 (to my thoughts) endurable."
It we are true disoiples of the 80llio we see here a. fit 8ubje.t for
laugh.ter - a protesseel philosopher ot the universe shudderiag at eoarse

to04, bad malIDfIrs,

and .ChiDese 800181;7.

!his Tar7 kiDi ot anobbery- he

800res. in hi. books - Edward Blanoove'. shaae at Dahlia nem1Dg'8 bat
graamar, tile Pole girls' rudeness to the vulgar )(rs. ChuDlp,

a.a. Wiltred

Pole's disgust ot the great "umrashe4" o.t the Austro-Italiaa campaign - 811.4
he OUJIOt alwa7s hide his

.01IJl

iDheraat disgust tor the vulgar ....d im.e tirty.

Meredith otten is, in spite of' his wish to albraoe the whole of' hUDl8.1l1 V.
narrow.

He is still further limited 1D. his coaceatration on milld, his ow:a

1IilLd. as reneated in tho8e

ot others ia a 8ivili.eel lIIOr14.

we oaanot protest his fastidiousne8s aDd his compression.

In oae re8peat
By a. subtla

procesa he ref'inas the nois7 guftaws ot broad. humor to the di¢'V of the
oomo a1l1le.

In transition, the heartlessness e.nd. oraelv of' the priDIitiTe

roar has be... chaaten.ed.to ... syapatheti8 intelligenoe ot error.

It i8 ill

the isolation ot llinithat Meredith has 8uttered real torture, it i8 here
he looks f'or ooat'ort and help.
1. Celt aad Suon, p.103

2. tetiers; I, p.2se.
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In his writ1D.g Meredith ratuaes to ....ver in purpose or lI.etRod 'be'oause
of unfavorable oritioim.
attack.

Yet he is extremely sensitive to this khtl of

Varclis Fisber, 'Who has Dade a study of Meredi tbiu .:titioi . . up

to the author's death ill. 1909, f'1D.d.s the great majority to be tavorable.
III add! tiOIl., II8lIY of the tavorable reports

OOJU

troll.

SOlU

of the best writer

ot his tble - KiDgslq, stevensoD., George Eliot, Rossetti, aad Swiabume.
nsher eal.ls Meredith's oomplaillts ot a.verse oriti010

tea

etra1ll ot

ohilll1sh petuluoe in his Dature" whi.oh arises obiefly troll. his tailure to
make JIOD.ey'troll. a pop!ll.ar lI&1.e ot his books, ad he ti.sra1sses as UBtouMetl
the stat. . .t that George Meredith wa8 a sadlY' negleotH ....d _ . d.epre.iate
1
geaius.
Certainl7 Meredi thohose to tbillk. ot hblselt as a heroi. b.1maaltarian, staunchlY' beating his way through the oppositioa ot those 18ss intelligat thaa hiluelt, who do DOt kDow what is real17 good tor thaI it ia
George Mereeli th ke iapersonates ill. Beaue&ap i:a the. orusad.e agaiJlst Tory
2

oouern.ti_ or Vi ttorla 1a her tight tor I'tal1aa liberty.

Heetiag adverse

.riti01_ aight haTe iDforme4 hill. that he was tailing 1D one ot the tun_mantal a1as ot wri tiJlg, comprehension.
coDBiclered. toolish.

His .deatne8s in this respeat -7 be

But insoi'ar as a ohange ill I18tllod or style might

reasonably haTe u..peud 'the . tine TarTe ot hisColiio Spirit, we ...,. oonsid.er
him justified h

gi"f'iDg tree rein to 1ts progr.ss.

It i. al80 true that in addition to hi. ct.sire to attraot upper-ola.ss
800i.t7 to hiluelt h. hoped. to euga.ge the adIIiriDg praise of the best writers
01' the world. to his work.

He did suooest in a a_sure, but he a180 .... 1»

1. Vartis Fi._her, George Jlereciith t s Literl? ReptatiOB-1S50-1885,UDiversity
ot Chioago,. DootOr's rilesb, 1925, p.2 •
-2. Clodd,
.dt.. , ~tes lleredith,p.24: "Soaetilles Barry Ricbaond i. my tavorite
T'ii
'
"
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dis cover that it took more thaa the 1D.terest ot a oultured tew to sU9P1Y'
hi:a with tood and. olo'bhiDg.

Critioa IlO'W8.days objeot

altectation aad hi. lIOralidllg.

1;0

his oheertW.

It he 1aoka smpli.it;y ad. DIOdeat)". he
\

tries to be as honest aa the lIDd.ern objeotive realists. !heir pos:tag ....Y'
.
1
be unoou.lous or ooaoeale., but it is there.
AJI4 it i"s lep.1iiJlate.
PNust says, "each tiae we aee the taoe or hear the 'VOio. it is our ow.
2
idea. ot hha whig we reoognize 8.l'l.4 to which .e listen.·
In apea.1dllg ot
Meredith's tall ill reputatioll at the present tille, Virgillia Woo1t reveals
the grip ot literary tashion

OD

the judgaent ot literary erlti.s - "Yet.e

have to rem1D.d ourselves that the tault

DI&)"

be ours.

Our prolouged cI1et

11pon Russi. . tiotion readered neutral ad ugative ia traulatioD, or
absorbed in the oonvolutions ot psychologioal Frtmohm8ll, may have led us
3
torget that the EDglish language is naturallY' exubera.at."
Exuberanoe;

1;0

happy, witt,. ardor, silvery laughter; all are produce' by' )feretith's Colli.
Spirit.

III this Keredith doea DDt aode1"8.te hi. el1tmtaiaaa.

It the reader

ha.a the plLtlenoe to really underst&n4hil11., he will be buoyed 'by the riot1Dg

oapers of the Coaio Spint, with very tew moaenta ot tlaggbg interest 1a
spite ot the IImoralisiDg.·
Certailll. aspe.ts ot oontraat may throw add! tloJlal. light on this Como
Spirit.

Som. _rda _t at all applioable to it are melodY', 8010r, . .e.taess,

••reni t;r, revereao., or . . jest)".
oolor aaIi

_si.

~

SharlJlg

!! Shagpa.t

probablY' laas more

1:h.a.ll moat ot his work, ilaeludiDg the po_s, but that ie

largelY' due to the Oria.t.a1iDtluence at

~

Arabia lf1ghts.

lII.leh

ot hie

1. In 8118Jm' s Waz, Part I, <New York: HOIU')" Holt and Co., 1922), p.2$
2. 11)i4:, p. b ". .
.
3. 'fi"'lhe SeooJl4Colaon .Reader, .2R,•.!!!., p.255.
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poetIT is merely a beating ot WtereB rh)"tbJu aa a thb. aoooJapan'..-t to
his philoaophio ideas.

A rather woadertul orollestratio. ill words ot the

JlUaio ot the opera ·CaaiU.· in Vittor!a really ooaveys the aebility ot the
id.eal ot

hUMan

liberty, but this is . . iaolate4 oaae.

is ohietly the .otion of the eDlte4 idea.
whioh

.!:!!! .!! ~ Vall&-

Meredith' a emotion

Only in a 18ft

po_,

am.oag

se811.s to be the peer, cloea complete aban4ollDl8Jlt to

love uaite with the 10veliDsa. ota sylvaa settiBg to giTe a piatare ot
purely s_lI1I&l beauty-.

Swee1m.ess, ia Jleredith'sll11td, too oft_ leads iso

the _ooharae melting hyp:r1Otlaa ot iUuaiall, although at t:lJles his Carai.
Spin t shows the swee1m.ess of a,apathy-.

lIereclith appreoiates the r8Yerenoe

due au aw...inspiriB.g wdverse, but he 40es not permit a tranoe-like worship

ot the lDAJ1e - true revercm.oe is the proper

U8_

ot aatw-el' Bow the tn_ph

ot sill &lld error oan be truly- majestio, but it holds oBly a trall8ite!7
iaterest ill Meredith's miDd, tor he oontim1a.lly seeks

DeW'

tiel.s to conquer.

JIaa. is not eYeD allowed to die in the usual maauer - his epitaph i8 JIOt

"Rest ill Peaoe,· but "De...,: ltapidl;r tor the E'YOlutioll ot

.ew Beauty."

III hi, preoooupation with the ]IOv.ellt ot the Coale Spirit )lere4ith
olears the stage ot aU other extraneou.s .atter.

Moat sensual appeal ie

ti,oar4ed tor'the reasOll that it obstruots the 01arit7 of the miU.

Dress,

eoaTey&lloes, homes, aDd general atmosphere are shadowil,. sketohed; ia these
his works do :BOt ute.

!his bald simplicity ot baokgrouad throw. hto

reliet the mov.ent of the 1IiB4; the iatell_ot gallops, eareeas aad soars
iD the hllest liberty.

to work upon it.
tmder thoughtfUl

We are givea the. e1tuatlon- the mind is set free

!here is freshness, l1gh.ees ot spirit, energisiBg aotion
oontl"O~.

Aooorc11ag to JOD Liv.t.agstoJl Lowes lIaraeli th' 8
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'Oollic Spirit i8 a windswept moUl1ta1Jl-top, a ref'reah1Jag shower.

Bia1.:e aM

swift, .somet1ae. gayly lI1schieftua, it i8 the oaly extravaganoe or lUZD.r7

Keredith alloW'S h1uelt.

His greatest gi:ri; i8 this irresistible _i_tioll

whiah _liT. . the dulllless otd.u1ly', the 80rdidll.ess ot trageq, ...4 that

whioh gives eo-.onplaoe liT11lg a finer spiritual iapetus.

!here i. notbiJag

more tlat and stale than the work which is not muoh iupired by the Clola1.
Spirit, as in some ot his po_a aDd ori tieal. articles, aDd espeoiallY' in
oae DOvel. Rhoda FlamiBg.

Like Oen:antes aad

Jf.o~iere.

his geD1us is ooa-

1

aatrate' ia the oomio.
Traoes of Meredithiaalntluenoe in Literature
A tew illuatratiolls ot e1i.tinct )(eredi thiaa iJJ.tlu8ltoe in hi. au.oesscrs
will tUlcover stUl other vi ..... ot his distinctive ability.

It is iaporta:at

to .tate at this point that the illustratiou do not att_pt 1a aD7 way to

cOTer the whole tield ot Mereeli th' s literary ilatlueDoe ani '0 DDt aim. at an
exhaustive atudY' ot a seleoted maber ot isolated. oases.

Rather, the pur-

pose is 1:0 show, in a SOll.ewnat sketchy" fashion. the variegated. points ot
oontrast between Meredith aad some ot the later writers who have shoWD. khlship wi tb. him.
OBllDDa. and

E...

Even some at these, aong .who. maY' be mellt10nett Gilbert
Forster. bave bee». alii tted.

)(uoh bas been said.ot his tine creatiou ot noble womanhood-suah as
Clara Middleton •. Clare Doria, Aminta. D1&Da, .Laq Dmustane. Car1D.thia, aM
Vittoria. WhY' are we . t allowed to see as great oreations ot DOble

lJ&8Zl-

hood, ot which he g1ft.s 80 tew examples? Ego1_ is the lack ot tIILOtional
balanoe whieh wrks at odds with the inelividual'.s and society"s best inter1. In Vol.1I ot the Letters, p.156-7. Meredith .aY's he bows his head to

91
ests - it is the !IOuroe ot poeeti. -TT. jealousy. &:lid tear.
his lIOmea so O11riously exapt aad hi. __

.0

But . .,..,are

inteet... 'W1i;h the

RUllO DAture is JIIloh the ..... regarclles. of sex.

oome gerat

Doubtl••• lferetith·s

0WJ1

sotio.s ill thi. respeot biased hi. view and he was l.d aatray by a .al.
partiali ty to womellJ he ev1tiel'd;l,. waa bi4d1Dg tor their acbdratio. a.
1

readers ot hi. books _

fbis aooounts for his jo1D1Dg in the GhoNS tor the

emanoipatio.otwomen.
2

A short atel")" by Booth TarldDgtoa, ·St.lla Crozi.r, a
perteot oop;y ot Sir Willoughby Patt.rae in the t.'n'''e.
spoiled. and aelfish. do:aates large

8UIU

secas almoat a
St.lla. rich.

to eharit;, onl,. o. conti tion that

the lIIOnq be used tor a speoifio purpose for whioh she alo.e shall 'name; or
that the gift be entitled. the "Stella Cro.zier Fwld..·

It is reaiai ••8JI.1; ot

Willoughby's diotua that all who do not coapl,.. with his wishes are autinot.·
Stella keepa a girl oousin a. her olose

co~nioa.

both as a toil tor her

owa gli tteriJig gowns and gams &ad as aa. as sis teat in olerical lIOrk.

Whittord performs the same oftioe tor CouaiJl Willoughby.
aeliberate oaloulation.
DyDasty';

e~ages

Vel"llDn

Stella. after

herselt to a wealthy soio. of a Retrigerator

Willoughby. atter soientifie couid.eratio., attempts to yoke

himself to the yoag. beautiful. aad wealthy Clara lfid.dletoa.

As soon as

Stella diacover. that a oertata gaatleman ia interested in her

secreta~

cousin. she illmedia tely drops her weal tb7 tiaace to go in pursuit ot the wnr
prize, Willoughby SDatohes Clara trom several competitors_

!he deaouement

1. (contimed trom. p_ 96) Sbakespeare aad Goethe - 1.11 their way. Moliere mu\
Ce1"V8.ll.tes - tor they are reaJ.ists nth the broad aim. 01' idealiSlll. at their
command.
1. Percy Lubbock, ia "George Meredith. to Alice Keyaell," Bation arKl AtheJl8.euJII
XXXVI.(1923),
p.336 .... says "He can never hit the appropriate tolle 1nwhioh
+...
__ .... •
AA~
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ill Stella's case is her forced acceptanoe of her father' 8 aueid_ marfiage

to the same cousin.

She tumes at her

0IQl

loyeless narriage and the slioe 111

her OWB fortune; she baDgs tmpoteat fists agaiBst a C10Bed door.
deaouement in Willoughbyt scale is his foroH proposal
Laetitia Dale upon the heels ot hi. second jilt.

Co:medi~

and the Courrtes8 <e Sa.ldar

w the twice-rejected

This short story shows

1Vhat :Mere41th negleots in his world of women; Clctilde
Tragic

The

VOB.

-

Rutiger in The

in!!!! Harrington

are the

nearest approaohes to it, but evea they are not the truly heartless type of
egoist Stella is.

It must be raaembered, though, that Meredithts egoist is

the origi:ca.l creation, and that it is much more JB1.D.utely, oare:1'ully, _d

III Stella Crozier 1'arldngtoJl use.s as his interpretation a method so

of'tea employed, but 1I.0t consisteatly so, by Meredith.
surface S8eae urdllUll1nat1ng, realistie.

1'ark1lagtoll keeps the

!he revelaticll ot character i8

JIlade by a JDiJ:lQr person ot importance, .. guest at the dinner.

Mere41th is

more fa! thtully true to the inner recesses of thought, but he is less realistie ill his projeotioJl of these thoughts in conyersation.

This is particular-

ly strong in the Countess de Saldar aad in Sir Willoughb,..
In oDly oae instance, Rhoda Fleming, 40es he actually suppress the
unspoken thought to the .background of oonversat.ion.

Robert Eccles i. settiq

Gut to work on aaother taraJ his love tor Rhoda keeps baok

&B.

accusation of

her folly_
2.(continued from.p.91) In !he Ladies t Hoae Journal,lLU,(1926),pp_10-ll •
.Also in Recant Short Stones, edited bi Pendleton aad Willdns (New Yolk:
D. Appleton-CeBtliry Col, 1936)_
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He begiul
"I've always thought you were bora to be·
a laq. tt (You had that ambition. young madam.)
"You will sooa take to your new duties."
(You have mu.ll objectioa to them even DDW'.)
"Yes. or Jq life WOJL't be 1IOrth JIDloh. tf
(Know that you are dri'Viag me to it.)
ftAsd I wish you happiness. Bhou. ft
(You are _dly imperilling the prospect thereof.)
To each of th_the seooJld meardDg 81:004
shadowily behind the utterances. l
Of oourse this same device is used by the early dramatists in the "Aside. tt
It is used throughout Eugene O'Neillf splay.

!!! Straage

Interlud.e.

TIro other authors show Tery obvious symptoas of Meredithian iDtluenoe.
May SilLcla.1r's novel,

~.

Waddingtoa

2! Wyck.

is a story of the IUle barmles

type of egoism we find iD. "The Case of General Ople and Lady Camper; ft the
series of sketches d.raw.a by Lady ClUIlper f1nct a oouaterpart 11'1 the sketohes
Uawn by Barbara. Waddington's seoretary.

of General Ople and of Sir Willoughby.

JIr. Waddingtoa i. a comb1natioa

tiSI

Siaolair's words. phrases,

postures of egoi8IL, aDd the evEillts are stroJJgly Meredith1aa.

She has BOt,

Aowever, the same serious purpos e behind the preseatationJ the story is
i:ateD.4ed to be merely 8.lBl1simg, 'Waddingtoa' s wite. soa, aad friends let him
go his way with smiling toleraace.

James Braaoh Cab.ell adapts Meredith's

conoeptioa of comedy' tor his own, although he is not moved by the same high
spirits.
('Cords

The title &:ad subtitleG of lome of his books are 11'1d1oatiTe eJlOughl

2!. Vaaitz,

ftA Comedy of Shirkil'lgi" Figures

Appearances; ttnJurgen. "A Comeq of Justice; tt &:ad
of Evasions."

2! Earth, "A Comedy
Cream 2!.!!!! JeGt, "A

of

Comeq

Ia the latter book. Chapter VI of Book I oontaiu oharacter-

istio Meredithian phraseologyr "Journey's Bad; with the Custouary Umuaski:ag. tf
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Cabell, too, oreates an artificial worli for the interpretation of
the

dream~rl.

~,

of i4eala.

!moh more purposeful aa4 _ch nearer to Meredith ill their ooncentratioll
OD. the errors of the upper elasses and the pqchologioal iaterpretation of
its probl.a are the 'Irorks of Hear:y James and his disciple, Edith llbarton.
ID. his novel,

!!!! Portrait.!!!. LadZ,

James gives us oae of the subtlest

examples of cruel and heartless ogoiBDI. in Gilbert OSDlOJld.

We eaa ott. .

forgive the errors of Meredith' 8 oOllic oharaoters, for they usually have
real aocial feeliJIg underl1eath the ooaio exterior.
absolutely unlikable.

But James" Osmond is

OaoK "never forgot to be grateful and teier, to

wear tM appearanoe ••• of stirred seases and. deep inten'biou ••• Bis egoti . .
1

had never taka the crude form. of clesiringa dull wife."

Llke Clara

Killenetoa, his wite Isabel sees that "The real offenee••• was her having a
Iliad. of her

01IJl

at all.

Her JIiJld was to be his, attached to his

SIIall gardea-plot to a deer-park. n

2

0101.

like a

James usually weighs ua wi til aa

oppressive burdenI he neither enliveu the traged¥ by spirited language nor
by"a. dootrine of courage.

Isabel, alike Clara, Diaaa, or Aa1ata, does DOt

leave her egoistio husband, but acoepts the result ot her
choice.

01I'JI.

deliberate

III James, too, the aaalysis of the egoistio oharacter is less

thorough.
Mrs. 'Wharton's House
Comio Spirit.

2!. )(1rth is

touohed by the smiling sadness of the

Lily'. lite is colored by 111usioDS of the lifo of the ielle

rich u.d the sooially. promineat.

She reaches out tor them in api te of

SeTere handi0l'ps of poverty and s.ound .orals. When the ao'iUisit1oa of these
1. !he Portrait of a l&dZ, eaostona HoughtoJl, )(1.t.t'lta Co., 1909), p.T9.
2. mi., p. 200 - -

-
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baubles ruu ocnmter to her 1d.8&18, she rellOUDC.es tile illue1oll8, but.it i8
'boo late to prevent tragedy ad d..th.
of unrelieved

trage~.

Again, the preva111Dg 'bolle is that

1

Ia the 800ial DOvel, too, Siaclair Lewis shows po1nt8 ot oontaot with
Meredith.

lie uncovers the asks. ot ooaventio:a.ality and hypocrisy, tells ot

aan's frequent error 1n balld..Jlg .h1s spiritual ideals, a.JIIIl he ioe8 both ilL
an energetic atyle ot a certain sly amu8ement, although it 18 quieter than
Meredith's.

lie shows us the stiff pride of a "aoral"

~ty

Street, the blustering egoiaa. of the suo.cessful business
the falae religious terTor of a revi'ftl.ist 1a Elmer
Ga18'llOrt:tr"

lIBJ1

in!!!!

in Babbitt, ....

Gantrz.

especially ill hi. Forsyte!.!l!, la78 a fi:ager on the sore

apot of societ,. 1a his r8oognition at the combined material and spiritual
nature ot man, ed in his own ferTeat d.e8ire for real virtue
in Ileredith's

DIILlQ'

8JIODg

aeD..

A.e

.JIl8.rriage problema, it is the selfish preoooupation ot

Soaaes Forsyte ill gloatiDg over hi8 pos8es8iollS that estrange8 hie wife,
Irene.

She 18 attracted by the spiri'tual beaut,. of charaoter; first, of the

architeot; then, by that of Jolyoa For8yte, whoa shemarrles.

Like Mere41th,

Gal8a)rthy shows the later regeneratioa of. Soames' .haraeter through the love
for his uughter, Fleur.

This more hopeful. solutio. to egoiSll. is perhaps a

later develoIB_t of Gelmmrthy's, for ht aueh plays as Justice ad Strife,
and ill the JIOve1 Fratenl1

tt,

he indicate. tke hopeless. .ss of uq att_pt

to aerge the rigid outliJles of olass clistiJlCtiou.
1Iost of the later sooial p1a7s &ad Mvela have acquire" ta8 lowerhlg
8erlouaeBs of a pessimistic age.

But eva in his

0'WJl

time Meredith .....

1. What the pess11lists have une is to show :toha.t t.he whole wor1( i8 aa
il1usioJL atter 1Ihioh they glare aggrievedly at the gress ieoeptioll..
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never so somberly serious as George

Elio~

.or

80

satirical as Thaokefa7.

lIe is ut -.Dved by the sentimentality of Diokens. but he maintaiD.s the saae
high level ot ool1Vivia1 laughter.

At the preseat tille there are at least

two writers similarlto him ill their interest in modera civilis" so.ietyani
il!I. the a.ergid,ng w1 t

ot their presentation - Gilbert K. Chesterton aD4

George Bernarcl Shaw.
Chesterton the essayist bas preached a doetrlae ot eheertul. acceptanoe
ot the uaiverse by ...ana ot a brilliant paradoxioal style that so.etlaes is
twisted i .. meaning like lIeredith'. metaphors; but the aoooapmy.Utg logical
explau.tio!l. both simplifies the atter 8.D4 tluotuates the height of hi.
inspiratiolL.

lIeredith's liveliness neTer wanes - .....en though it penetrate

to the core of tragedy. the origi:aal energ is eli verted in the torm ot
oourage to meet disaster.
Like lIeredith, George Benaard Shaw i. dauntless,
He i8 BOt. however. moved by

8Il

eleetr1~,

mmoroUIa.

inner k1Ml7 laughterJ his is a detiaat17

satiric glee.

A thorough-going radioal, he attacks 1I00ial eonventfoD&lity.

h)'POcr1sy. aDd

IIIIlIg

seeurity with such force that he jerks the reoUllbeJlt 'to

a sitting posture by shock.

h

an epistle to Walkley he aay8., "it 8JlD07S .e
1

to see people ooJlf'ort&ble when they ought to be uncomfortable."

But his

. .tho. is tar fro. diplomatic. for his tlippa.at pertness in underminiDg

ev8ll

the DIOSt sacrei ot sooW itleals without ottering 8lch ill return irritates
and Grages. rather than guid.es.

!Iis only aolution is sociali811., but the

impotenoe ot his aoctr1ne . .ddens him aad he shouts, "Yes,
suppose the patients have
1.

t COJIIIIOn s81l8e'

Meredith; but

aoughmt to want to be

Ia!!!.!!!! Superman:!. Comed;r ,!!!..!: Ph1losophz~(NewYork:
p.Tii

x..

our_'"

2

Brentanos,1931)
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He rmnds ua ot Meredith in his desire ot gettiBg 40l'Il1 to the tl'U'th.,ot a
th1l1g and then expressing it with "1me utmost levit,"."

But it Meredith's

hopetul eatlmsiasm eTer se... toroed, Sha...• s beleagueriBg an... procldiJag
jollit,r alway. aeems straine••
AB equally worthy oolltributioll

to the literary worl" bas beell lIerecl1th·s

""'llstratioll of tae possibilities lying h

tile overlappiDg and. interweaving

ot literary types. Artists have tor a lOJig t1ae combined art Uld

la.u~ge

or 8sic aad words. Writers haTe eD.l.&rged the 800pe ot a siagle gems ot
letters.

Shake8peare t a plays oOlltain both poetry . . prose J Laab t a essays

ott_ embo4y narratio.; theehapters in FieldiBgt s aovels begi». with
philosophic dissertations.

As 'We have aeea, Jleredi th has gone eTa farther

in. eollhiDiDg .h the DOvel the poetic device ot the metaphor, the dramatio
devioe ot indireot narratlon, aD4 a psy-ohologioal aD.d philosophical Tiew ot

aoeiel. probleaa.
These efforts have ooatiDued. troa hia tiae.

Smw preoecles hia pla7a

by lengthy pretac.es or essays ill which he thoroughl7 explaiu the probl_,

his ehara.oters ia relation to the probl. ., aad. .hisopaion ot both.
way he has aSRlled

.8Oae

ot the privileges ot the nO'9'81ist.

In 1mi.

Just the reTerse

of this, lIered.1th haa placed. the ooae..,. ot the 4rau. into the uTel.

JfadsOJl,

in hia lIOvel Gre. MauioDS, writes a ldIld. ot poetic 04e to aa elusive
spiritual beau..

Iathe fre.e verse ot s_e. aoden poetry there is aa

atte.pt to oapture. soas ot the treedom ot prOBe without abandoDizg the
inspiration, the oadeJlOe. aad the figures ot poetry.

1

2{ oontimed fro. p.• 102) Ia "Meredith and Coaeq,· Vol. II ot Draaati. O~inio:u
and Essays, (Hew York: Brantanos,1906), p.223 _
1.LiAyBitOPr, .2E..~., pp.96-7, says, "He adaire. Walt 'Whitman but teared
that the l~g~. aa4 a le too unoouth and \Uld1.aciplinecl to oar17 hia
L'-

-'-

.L'L
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v
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Coraelius Weygandt, b. reterriag to the doubts usually expressed 'by
..,.en the _st sppatb.etic of Meredith's oritics, says'
Dr. Chialett ..... not worry. Aad Mr.
Priestley need not doubt. Aa 10Dg as JI8.D.
oares tor lyrio rapture, tor revelation ot
human nature, tor great portn.1 ts ot
and mea, tor _ optbdstic philosophy ot
Ute that bUH. no ugly tacts, George Keredi th
will be read aad written ot and talked about
by thi Jt1dJlg aen YOUDg and old. l

110.-

Best ot all, over the whole oontroversy there darts, or aentarily paus.s
to east his oblique beaa Oil a 8ivilized ..,r14, an impish sprite who i.

ready to 1 . . us hi.

01Dl

irresistible high teaper - the COlde Spirit.

1. Cornelius Weygandt., "Two Books on George Meredith, " The Saturday Rft'1ft'
ot ;;,;;,--.,;;;.;....,.;,;,;...;..
Literature, III, (1926), p.903.
-

-
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